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Efficient generation of high energy density plasma (HEDP) is essential for realizing laser
fusion energy. In this study, a new HEDP generation method by high-intensity laser was experimentally investigated by spatio-temporal-resolved and spectral-resolved measurement of
X-rays.
In the compression of spherical shell fuel used in conventional laser fusion scheme, the
hydrodynamic instability, especially the Rayleigh-Taylor instability degrade the compression
ratio. A non-uniformity of laser intensity on the fuel, fuel surface roughness, internal defects of
fuel can be the source of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. In this study, a solid sphere is proposed as
a new shape of fusion fuel for fast ignition. In the compression process of a spherical shell fuel,
the spherical shell is accelerated for few tens of nano-second on a hydrodynamically unstable
state. Increase in distortion in solid fuel due to hydrodynamic instability is relatively smaller
than spherical shell fuel. In the experiment, a solid sphere and a shell are compressed with
a high-intensity laser without any spatial smoothing techniques which results in 22 % rootmean-squar of pressure non-uniformity on the fuel surface. A short pulse high-intensity laser is
irradiated to a thin metal foil to generate a short pulse of Kα X-ray. An X-ray is imaged using a
spherically curved crystal and X-ray transmittance image with high spatial resolution (∆x = 10
µm) and high temporal resolution (∆t = 1 ps) was recorded on the imaging plate. The shadows
of the high density core and its temporal evolution was observed when using solid fuel, while no
shadows of the high density core was observed using the shell fuel. it is experimentally showed
that a solid sphere can be hydrodynamically stable and can be compressed to a high density.
The maximum compression ratio of a solid fuel is determined by the balance of the pressure
driven by the laser and the Fermi pressure of the fuel. In order to increase the compression ratio
using solid sphere, it is necessary to increase the pressure of the shock wave. In the conventional
shock wave generation method, the shock wave is driven by the laser energy deposited near the
critical density, 2 to 3 digits lower than the solid density. While a high energy electrons can
deposit their energy directly to the over-solid density. The pressure of shock wave can be
increased by absorbing high energy electrons behind the shock front. For using this scheme
effectively, > 10 % conversion efficiency and < 100 keV temperature electron is required. A
new method for efficient generation of high energy electron is studied. We have demonstrated
the mixture irradiation of 527 nm and 1053 nm laser results in 150 ± 21 keV of temperature
and 13.1 ± 2.1 % of energy conversion was measured. While only 527 nm laser irradiation
case, 51 ± 4 keV, 4.5 ± 5 % of temperature and conversion, respectively, was observed. These
experimental results can be explained by a staged electron heating occurs near one-sixteenth
critical density of the 527 nm laser which is correspond to quarter critical density of the 1053
nm laser. The two-color laser irradiation is a novel approach for efficient production of hot

v
electrons and opens a new frontier of laser plasma interaction research.
This research has succeeded in proposing and demonstrating a novel method, which is completely different from the conventional method in high density plasma generation and high
density plasma heating. This result will greatly contribute to the development of future high
energy density scientific research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction on high energy density
plasma
A high energy density(HED) plasma exists in space such as planets, stars, and neighborhood
of them. The HED state is defined as a physical system with a pressure exceeds 1 Mbar. The
pressure of 1 Mbar is a value determined from the typical Fermi pressure of a matter(For ice DT,
Fermi pressure = 0.164 Mbar). Matters in HED state can not keep their normal state anymore,
are either compressed or are expanded. Exploring HED plasma physics leads us understanding
such planets and stars. Especially controlling a nuclear fusion energy, which is an energy source
to keep the stars shining, leads to humanity obtaining a semi-permanent energy source. One of
the most attractive scheme to generate HED plasma on the earth is the inertial confinement
fusion(ICF)[34]. Achieving an ignition is a grand challenge for ICF research. The ignition is
defined as a state which a nuclear fusion continues using its own nuclear fusion energy without
any external energy source.

1.1

The first ignition design

In the center core of the Sun, hydrogen is exist at more than 150 g/cc( thousand times solid
density ) , and at pressures larger than 100 Gbar (1011 times of atmosphere pressure) and 2
keV temperature. These pressures are maintained by the gravity. The nuclear fusion occur in
the core of the Sun, which maintaining the internal energy of the Sun. The most active fusion
reaction is the fusion of deuterium D and tritium T .
D + T = α(3.5 MeV) + n(14.1 MeV)

(1.1)

As a result of the fusion, α particle with 3.5 MeV kinetic energy and neutron with 14.1 MeV
kinetic energy are generated. These kinetic energies are absorbed inside the core, the internal
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energy is maintained.
Humankind tried to use this energy on the earth and have been developed many techniques.
The most critical issue was how to confine such high pressure, high temperature plasma. There
are two method for confining a plasma using magnetic field (magnetic confinement fusion :
MCF) and inertia(ICF). In this dissertation, only about ICF will be discussed. In ICF, a fuel is
confined by the inertia of accelerated fuel. The fuel is accelerated by irradiating the fuel surface
with high intensity laser. As a reaction of blow off of the fuel surface, target is accelerated. For
compressing hydrogen to 150 g/cc densities and > 5 keV temperature, 100 Gbar pressure should
be realized using other than gravity. The pressure applied to an implosion system generating kinetic energy then it is converted to internal energy. Because pressure is energy density, the maximum average pressure equals the applied pressure multiplied by the compression ratio. Also,
the additional pressure increase occurs near the center of the core because of convergence effects. To minimize the required implosion pressure (laser intensity), the Fermi-degenerate state
should be achieved during compression process. The isentropic compression can be achieved
by shaping the laser pulse in time. When implosion starts, the initial laser intensity is set the
initial shock speed in the fuel is comparable to sound speed (1 Mbar) and subsequently increase
the laser intensity to achieve the quasi-isentropic. Owing to the convergence effect, and by adjusting the laser pulse shape for all accelerated particles intersect near the center of the core, the
fuel is compressed and heated. A radiation hydrodynamic simulation was used for the ignition
calculation. In the simulation, 60 kJ of laser energy were used for one micron wavelength laser.
A solid sphere fuel which is consisted of liquid DT having 0.4 mm radius is irradiated by the
pulse shaped laser. The laser intensity is applied from the initial intensity of 1013 to the maximum intensity of 1017 W/cm2 within 20 ns. The calculated results shows that the fuel can be
compressed to 1000 g/cc density and 10 keV temperature. However, the laser intensity above
1015 W/cm2 used here and it was not appropriate for realization of ICF because of lowering of
laser absorption and non-thermal electrons generated by the laser plasma instabilities which is
the source of preheat. For reducing the maximum laser intensity, a spherical shell target was
adapted for ICF. Because the shell target have low mass, lower laser intensity is required for
accelerating the fuel to 3 × 107 cm/s, compare to solid fuel. A shock speed is proportional to the
square root of pressure while the shell speed is proportional to the pressure. Using shell target
was more appropriate choice for reducing the maximum laser intensity.

1.2. Central hotspot ignition

1.2

3

Central hotspot ignition

A small spherical fuel is directly or indirectly irradiated by a high intensity (1015 W/cm2 ) laser.
The laser energy (direct) or radiation energy (indirect) heat the fuel surface so that the thermal
pressure of fuel surface increases. A thermal pressure gradient towards the center of spherical
fuel, the fuel is accelerated toward the center. The accelerated fuel collides at the fuel center, a
kinetic energy is converted to an internal energy within hundreds of pico-second. This is called
stagnation, which is a confined state by an inertia of the accelerated fuel. Within stagnation,
nuclear fusion reaction occurs. This method is called a central hotspot ignition which is a
conventional ICF method.

Gravity

High
ρ

low
ρ

F IGURE 1.1: A image of Rayleigh Taylor instability. Figure taken from Li,
Shengtai and Hui Li. ?Parallel AMR Code for Compressible MHD or HD Equations?.

Using central hotspot ignition method, the ignition seemed to achievable efficiently. However, in central hotspot ignition, stringent requirements for fuel and lasers are exist due to a
hydrodynamic instability such as Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI). RTI is an instability of an
interface between two fluids of different densities which occurs when the lighter fluid is pushing the heavier fluid, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The outer part of the shell feels outward gravity
of the sphere as a reaction of the instantaneous acceleration toward the sphere center. And a
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density gradient toward the center. In this situation, the initial perturbations on the fuel temporally grows exponentially by the RTI. It may breaks the fuel and degrade the compression
ratio. Also, in deceleration phase, which is the timing after the compression pressure is lower
than the plasma pressure, perturbations inside of the fuel shell grows with the same manner for
acceleration phase.
Due to RTI, the initial perturbation should be controlled. A spatial non-uniformity of laser
intensity on the fuel surface and the defect of the fuel and the non-sphericity of the fuel can
be the source of the RTI. To suppress the initial perturbation, many techniques have been developed. The coherent laser beam have a large spatial intensity non-uniformity due to the interference with neighborhood. A random phase plate(RPP) was developed to shift the phase
distribution randomly[52, 19, 36]. It makes the laser intensity smooth while there still exist
high spatial mode spike. Smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) techniques were also developed[47]. By using SSD with RPP, a high spatial mode spike can also be smoothed. Also a
target fabrication techniques have been developed and now it is still being developed.
Another approaches to reduce the effect of RTI have been developed. Reducing the growth
rate of RTI can also suppress the effect of RTI. A mid-Z material doping to the ablator[3, 15],
slow implosion and generating decaying shock wave using picket pulse before driving the main
shock wave[21] can reduce the growth rate of RTI. All of these techniques should be used when
implode the shell fuel.

1.3

Fast ignition

F IGURE 1.2: The concept of fast ignition.

Fast ignition (FI) is an advanced scheme of ICF which was proposed by Tabak, et.al.[49].
A schematic view of a concept of FI is shown in Fig. 1.2. In FI, the target is compressed to
a high density by a nano-second laser pulse and heated by a high-intensity short laser pulse

1.4. Challenges in fast ignition
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generated particles (electrons or ions). Unlike the central hotspot ignition, FI separates the processes of fuel compression and heating. The laser intensities of them is typically 1015 W/cm2
for the compression laser and 1019 W/cm2 for the heating laser. FI has two advantages compare to conventional central hotspot ignition : efficient generation of the fusion plasma and less
requirements on symmetry. FI targets are ignited by a high energy particle beam, the pressure
of compressed core can be less than that of central hotspot ignition. The hotspot pressure is
typically designed as the 4-5 times of Fermi pressure in central ignition to generate high temperature plasma at the center. Hereafter, the pressure divided by the Fermi pressure is defined
as adiabat. While in FI, the compressed core pressure can be designed almost same as Fermi
pressure ideally (adiabat 1). Of course, it is technically difficult to compress the fuel without
any entropy increase. While it have to be refer here low adiabat design is acceptable in FI but
never in central hotspot ignition. Therefore, a larger compressed core can be achieved compare
to central hotspot ignition with a same laser energy. This makes the energy gain large. Also, due
to such reason, non-symmetrical compression is acceptable, even it degrades the compression
rate.

1.4

Challenges in fast ignition

In FI, generating a ignition condition plasma, with areal density > 0.5 g/cm2 and temperature >
10 keV is the grand challenge. The ignition condition is defined as the state which plasma keep
their internal energy without any external source by using fusion energy. Firstly, this ignition
condition shown above is the iso-choric ignition condition[]. In FI, the time scale of heating
process is almost same as the heating laser pulse duration. Few tens of ps is instantaneous
for the hydro motion. Thus, during the heating, the volume of the compressed core does not
change. The high energy density plasma can not keep their energy because they emits radiations,
expands, and conducts heat to their neighborhood cold plasma. Once the ignition condition is
reached, core plasma can maintain its own temperature by fusion energy, but to reach that point
it must be overcome such energy losses.
There are some issues for the realization of ignition condition.
• A high density core plasma generation which have areal density larger than
the range of high energy electrons.
• Increasing the laser to core coupling by suppressing the high energy electron
beam divergence.
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A stable core plasma formation and a high density core generation which have areal density
more than the range of high energy electrons, are the issues on fuel compression. A compression
of shell target is unstable due to hydrodynamic instabilities. Many ideas have been studied for
reducing the hydrodynamic instabilities. Physical approaches such as using slow implosion,
mid-Z material doped ablator were developed. Technical approaches for reducing the initial
perturbation such as a target fabrication method, laser spatial smoothing techniques have been
developed. While it is still not easy to generate the high density core plasma using shell target
because upper techniques should be thoroughly controlled.
In heating process, a large divergence of high energy electrons degrade the energy deposition due to a stand-off distance from the electron source to the core plasma. The high energy
electrons are generated at under solid density plasma. While core plasma is generated near the
center of the spherical fuel, and it is typically about a radius of the spherical fuel. For ignition
scale plasma, the fuel radius is typically 1 mm. While the electron have a large divergence,
i.e., 50 ◦ of half spray angle and increases with laser intensity. To achieve the efficient heating, shorter stand-off distance or smaller divergence angle should be achieved. The stand-off
distance can be reduced by changing the pressure balance of the fuel surface, while it results
in degrading compression ratio due to non-symmetricity. Suppressing the electron beam divergence is appropriate choice.

1.5

Outline of dissertation

In this dissertation a solid fuel, a new shape of FI fuel, will be introduced. Its stability was
experimentally observed, and radiation hydrodynamic simulation suggest that a solid fuel can
be compressed to the ignition scale (areal density > 1g/cm2 ) by using tailored laser pulse. The
maximum laser intensity determines the maximum compression ratio. For generate high pressure with low intensity laser, there were one choices : using shorter wavelength. A shock
pressure enhancement using high energy electron is the fascinate scheme for reducing the required maximum laser intensity for ignition. Also, in the fast ignition experiment, a quantitative
understanding of the physical process of FI is also introduced by using X-ray diagnosis.
In chapter 2, the X-ray diagnosis which were used in this research, are introduced. By using
several X-ray diagnostics, we can understand about the HED generation process.
In chapter 3, a new target shape for FI, a solid fuel will be introduced and an experiment
on solid fuel compression is described. Flash Kα backlighting method was used for measuring
the plasma density. A measured core plasma image shows that the solid fuel is effective for FI

1.5. Outline of dissertation
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target and stable than shell target. Also, an adiabatic compression for generating high density
plasma is also introduced.
In chapter 4, it is described on non-thermal hot electron generation using two-color lasers
plasma interaction. In this study, as an efficient generation method of this high energy electron,
plasma was irradiated simultaneously with two laser beams, which have different wavelengths
and one of which is twice as long as the other. A nano-second laser generated hot electrons can
be used for a shock pressure enhancement and a magnetic field generation.
In chapter 5, the experiment on FI with and without magnetic field is described. Using
a heating model, the experimental data was analyzed. By measuring the absolute number of
Cu-Kα X-ray, the energy coupling efficiency from laser to the core plasma is estimated.
And concluded in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
X-ray diagnosis
For understanding the physics of HED plasma generation, spatially resolved and/or temporally
resolved measurement of physical parameters is necessary : electron/ion temperature, density,
size of the plasma, etc. HED plasma generated by FI is typically indicates over-solid density
and/or over keV temperature plasma. A X-ray diagnosis is a powerful method for exploring
the HED plasma. Due to its high optical depth for visible lights, those are absorbed inside
the plasma. So that no internal informations are contained in visible light. X-rays having a
longer range than the thickness of the plasma, it can transmit the internal information of the
plasma to the outside. By measuring them, it leads us understanding of the inside of HED
plasma. Sometimes X-ray sources can be used as a probe for exploring the HED plasma like
X-ray backlighting. In this section, some HED plasma diagnosis techniques using X-ray will
be introduced.

2.1

X-ray Spectroscopy using flat crystal

A plasma is consisted of three particles : ions, electrons and photons. Almost of electrons in
low temperature plasma are originally trapped to an ion potential. When a plasma gain energy,
electrons may obtain kinetic energy which is enough to escape the ion potential. Electrons
having enough kinetic energy then escape from the ion potential. Ot free electrons may captured
into the ion potential. In these processes, photons are generated and/or absorbed. So the plasma
emits X-rays and absorbs X-rays. As a result of a radiation transport, the X-rays are transmit to
the outside of plasma. The X-ray spectrum thus contains informations of the plasma parameters.

2.1.1

temperature measurement

The X-ray spectrum is affected by the plasma parameters : electron, ion temperature, density,
size. Among them, the electron temperature is the most effective parameter for changing the
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F IGURE 2.1: Electron temperature dependence of occupancy ratio of chlorine (
C ) ions calculated by FLYCHK.

X-ray spectrum. An X-ray having higher photon energy is generated from a higher ionized ions.
Due to the thermal motion of electrons, the trapped electrons can excited mainly by the collisions of the thermal electrons. As the electron temperature of plasma increases, ionization by
electron collision progresses and the occupancy density of high valence ions increases. Fig. 2.1
shows the electron temperature dependence of the occupancy ratio of chlorine ions calculated
by the FLYCHK code. As the electron temperature of plasma increases, ionization by electron collision progresses and the occupancy density of highly ionized ions increases. When the
tracer substance becomes He-like or H-like, from the hydrogen-like ion Lyα line (1s-2p), Lyβ
line (1s-3p) and etc. are emitted, and from helium-like ion Heα line (1s2 -1s2p), Heβ line (1s2 1s3p) and etc. are emitted. The intensity ratio of these resonance lines contains the information
of the ion valence of the plasma and is a function of the electron temperature. Therefore, the
electron temperature can be derived from the intensity ratio of these line X-rays

2.1. X-ray Spectroscopy using flat crystal

2.1.2
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electron density measurement

A plasma density affect to the line shape. A state energy of trapped electrons are affected by
the external electric potential. Typically, a static electric potential of neighborhood ions and a
collisional potential perturbation due to electrons affect to the energy level. Because the photon
energy of line emission (bound-bound transition) is determined by the energy level, the perturbed energy level results in generating different photon energy X-ray. This is called Stark
broadening. However, there are several factors affect to the line shape : natural broadening,
Doppler broadening, Stark broadening, opacity broadening, source size broadening, and the
perfectness of the crystal. We should consider all broadenings to get a value of the Stark broadening.
Natural broadening
Natural broadening is determined from the quantum limitations, and this can be expressed like
∆Enat = h/(2πA0 e). Here h, A0 , e is Plank constants, a life time of upper state and elementary
charge respectively. A typical A0 is 10−8 s which is correspond to ∆Enat = 6.58 × 10−8 eV Full
Width Half Maximum(FWHM) of Lorentzian profile broadening. Natural broadening is not the
dominant broadening effect for almost of experiment and is not often directly observed, except
in the line wings.
Doppler broadening
The X-ray is emitted from the trapped electrons in the ion. Due to the thermal motion of ions,
the electron energy levels of the ions is broadened because of Doppler effect. The formula for
Doppler broadening ∆EDoppler is expressed as
s
∆EDoppler = E0

8eTeV ln 2
.
Amp c2

(2.1)

Here, E0 , e, TeV , A, mp , c is the photon energy of the spectrum line, the elementary charge,
the ion temperature in unit of eV, the atomic weight of ion, the mass of proton and the speed of
light, respectively.
Stark broadening
Considering the radiation from ions in high density plasma, the influence of microscopic electric field by particles around it can not be ignored. In other words, when the density of plasma
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increases and the average interatomic distance approaches the orbit radius of electrons, bound
electrons are affected not only by nuclei but also by surrounding electrons and ions, and perturbations occur in the excited levels. This is called the Stark effect. If the size of the direction of
the external field is uniform, a line shift occurs, but since there is a spread in the size of the direction of the external field in the plasma, the observed line X-ray causes an energy spread. This
spread is called Stark broadening and strongly depends on the electron density of the plasma.
Therefore, it is used for electron density diagnosis of high density plasma. As the theory of
Stark broadening, quasi-static approximation mainly considering the influence of slow moving
ions and collisional approximation considering fast moving electron collision are considered.
In the quasi-static approximation, the broadening occur with Gaussian shape, in the collisional
approximation, the broadening occur with Lorentzian shape.
Opacity broadening
When the plasma is optically thick, the X-rays emitted in the plasma undergo self-absorption
of the plasma. Opacity is an index that indicates the optical thickness in a plasma, and when
the self-absorption effect of the plasma is large, it is a plasma with a large opacity. Since the
vicinity of the center of the emission spectrum is relatively large due to the reabsorption effect,
the vicinity of the peak of the spectrum shape is suppressed and the spectrum width is observed
as if it were effectively expanded.
Source size broadening
When using flat crystal, without any pinhole or imaging, the finite size of X-ray source makes
the line broad. That is because the Bragg condition is only determined by the incidence angle
of the X-ray. When the crystal surface is big enough compare to the plasma size (typically the
crystal surface size > 1cm is much bigger than plasma size < 1 mm), X-rays having same energy
generated from difference points are detected in different points on the detector. The source size
broadening is expressed as below.
∆hνsource =

D · hν cos θB
,
l tan θB

(2.2)

where hν, D, l, θB are the photon energy, the X-ray source diameter, the distance between the
source and the detector, and the Bragg angle, respectively.

2.1. X-ray Spectroscopy using flat crystal
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Perfectness of the crystal : rocking curve
A rocking curve shows the perfectness of the crystal. The rocking curve is an intensity distribution for changes in diffraction conditions. If the crystal is perfect single crystal, then the
rocking curve has a very sharp peak at the Bragg condition. If the orientation of crystal plane
is not perfect and/or crystal have some defects, then the rocking curve spread. For the single
crystal, the rocking curve determines the limitation of the photon energy resolution as expressed
below.
tan θB ∆E
∆θB =
(2.3)
E E
It is important to refer here that for a mozaic crystal, which will be discussed later, rocking curve
does not determine the limitation of the photon energy resolution because of a para-focusing
effect.
A plasma size also affect to the line intensity and its shape. All X-ray lines have different
opacity according to its emission type. For example, a resonance line emission have much larger
opacity than a satellite line emission because it is generated by the resonance process between
X-ray generation and absorption. So, the resonance line intensity typically can be reached to
the black body intensity. While the satellite line, which is unstable state that more than two
electrons are excited by the electron collision. Due to its unstability, the emission can not be
generated resonantly, but spontaneously generated. Fig. ?? shows the X-ray spectrum having
large dependence on the plasma size.

2.1.3

Bragg diffraction

X-ray diffraction due to periodic structure of a crystal atoms, is used for X-ray spectroscopy.
The only X-ray photon energy satisfying the following condition is diffracted.
2d sin θB = nλ

(2.4)

where d, θB , n, λ is the distance between two lattice, the Bragg angle, the order of diffraction,
and the wavelength of the X-ray, respectively. This is called Bragg condition.when

2.1.4

Single crystal diffraction

A single crystal have a regular arrangement of elements. Due to the single crystal is close
to ideal condition, high photon energy resolved X-ray spectrum can be obtained. Due to the
flatness and/or defects inside the ctystal, the Bragg condition have finite bandwidth. The typical
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Flat
crystal
θB
d

θB
d sinθB

Flat
F
2.2: The principle of bragg diffraction. Blue circles are atoms of crystal,
d is thecrystal
spacing of the crystal surfaces. θ is the Bragg angle. The light path
difference is to be 2d sin θ
IGURE

B

B

energy resolution ∆E/E is 10−5 ~10−4 . For example, 8 keV X-ray can be measured with 0.8
eV resolution. From the differential of Bragg condition by the photon energy, we can get the
following result.
tan θB ∆E
∆θB =
(2.5)
E E
From this equation, the allowable anglular deviation ∆θB is to be 10−3 − 10−4 [deg] for typical
single crystal.

2.1.5

Mosaic crystal diffraction

Mosaic crystal is the crystal consisted of many single crystallites. Those surface of the crystallites are randomly oriented. Using some techniques those orientations can be controlled. The
orientation angles have a distributions and the FWHM is defined as the mosaic angle. The mosaic crystal can be used as a X-ray spectrometer with high reflectivity. A spectroscopy with
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(a)
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θB ± θm L

X-ray source

θB ± θm

h

Bragg angle = θB
mosaic angle = θm
incidence angle = θB

(b)

incidence angle < θB
θB
incidence angle > θB

~µm size crystallite

F IGURE 2.3: (a) The image of X-ray diffraction by the mosaic crystal. Due to the
randomness of the small crystal pieces, the X-ray diffraction angle become wider
than the single crystal one. In our system, for a single X-ray photon energy, the
total surface and inside of the mosaic crystal is used for the diffraction. Because
of the para-focusing effect, the photon energy does not degraded if the detector
is placed the right position. (b) A mosaic crystal is consisted of small pieces of
crystal and those randomness enables the diffractable photon energy.
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higher dynamic range in X-ray intensity is become possible when using higher reflectivity crystal.
Fig. 2.3 shows the simple image of the mosaic crystal diffraction. Due to the randomness of
the crystallites orientations, the Bragg condition is mitigated. The allowable angular deviation
in mozaic crystal is equal to the mozaic angle, typically 0.5 ◦ . This value is about 500 times
higher than the single crystal one. According to Eq. 2.5, the increase of Bragg angle deviation
results in spread of photon energy, which means low energy resolution. In the case of mosaic
crystal, however, the photon energy resolution does not change because of para-focusing effect.
The para-focusing effect can be understandable by imagining the virtual circle passing through
the crystal. When the X-ray source and the detector is placed on the plane parallel to the crystal
surface plane, all diffracted X-rays are collected on the detector. Also, we can think innumerable
circles passing through the crystal, the totally diffracted number increase. From this reason, the
integral reflectivity of the mosaic crystal is much larger than that of single crystal.
Here the integral reflectivity of the mosaic crystal and the single crystal is shown in Table. 2.1
TABLE 2.1: The specs of flat crystals for X-ray spectroscopy used in this work.

Crystal

Crystal
orientation
HOPG ZYA
2023
HOPG ZYB
2023
ADP
2131

mosaic
2d
integrated
◦
angle [ ] [Å] reflectivity [mrad]
0.39
2.749
15.0
0.49
2.749
16.0
3.082
0.13

Thickness effect
Due to the mozaic structure, the X-ray can penetrate to the direction of the thickness more
than the single crystal, because the number density of crystallite satisfying the Bragg condition is smaller than the single crystal. the X-ray can be reflected from the deeper point of the
crystal surface. The reflectivity of the thicker crystal is higher than the thiner mozaic crystal
and saturated according to the attenuation effect inside the crystal. A highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite(HOPG) was used in this research. According to the preliminary research[], the reflectivity of the HOPG crystal increases with the increase of the thickness and saturated around 1
mm thickness, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). Also, over 1 mm thicnkess crystal, the attenuation of
the X-ray reveal on the detector which results in non-symetric spectrum broadening having high
energy tail, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b).

2.2. Flash Kα X-ray backlighting with high-power short-pulse laser
(a)
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(b)

F IGURE 2.4: Ray tracing simulation result for spectrometers with 0.4 ◦ mosaicity
using monochromatic 8.0 keV photon energy line. (a) The line broadening of
the spectrum as a function of crystal thickness for different rocking curve(RC)
width and size of the source. (b)The spectral profiles for an ideal point source as
function of thickness.

Here it should be noted that, using HOPG crystal, pinhole is not usable anymore. Because
pinholes having solid angel smaller than the mozaic angle makes the signal extremely small.

2.2

Flash Kα X-ray backlighting with high-power short-pulse
laser

2.2.1

X-ray imaging using spherically bent crystal

Multi keV X-ray radiography or imaging the plasma self-emission with bent crystal X-ray mirror is an invaluable technique in HEDP research. Bent crystal imaging can provide monochromatic(∆E/E =
10−3 ), high spatial resolution(∆x = 10µm) image. Monochromaticity allow for an easier interpretation compared to broad-band images.
Only X-rays that satisfy the Bragg condition are reflected by the crystal lattice. The crystal
behaves like a mirror for X-rays satisfying the Bragg condition. Then the bent crystal can
behaves like a concave mirror. The lens formula can be applicable for this.
1 1 1
+ =
a b
f

(2.6)

where, a is the distance from the object to the crystal and b is the distance from the crystal to the
imaging point and f is the focal length of the crystal. The focal length of the crystal is related to
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the curvature radius R. Usually, f = R/2 when using on the normal direction of the spherically
bent crystal. The spherically bent crystal must be used at near-normal direction for reducing the
aberrations. Aberrations occur due to the difference of curvature radius between sagittal plane
and meridional plane. The paraxial lens equations for image formation of a toroidal crystal are
shown below.
1 1
2
+ =
(2.7)
a b Rm sin θB
1 1 2 sin θB
+ =
a b
Rs

(2.8)

where a is the distance from the crystal to the object, b is the distance from the crystal to the
image. Rm is the curvature radius in the meridional plane, and Rs is that in the sagittal plane.
A spherical crystal has the curvature radius R = Rm = Rs . When using spherically bent crystal
imaging an object placed on off-normal axis, the effective focal length are changed on two
plane : meridional plane and sagittal plane. Those two plane can be understand from Fig. 2.6.
The meridional plane is the plane which contains the crystal normal direction (dashed line in
bent
crystal

Meridional
plane

Sagittal

b

plane

a

Rowland circle
λ

detector

X-ray source
F IGURE 2.5: The schematic image of X-ray imaging with bent crystal. The
meridional plane is the plane which contains the crystal normal direction (dashed
line in Rowland circle) and the X-ray source - crystal center line.

Rowland circle) and the X-ray source - crystal center line. The sagittal plane is perpendicular
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plane of the meridional plane. For θB < 90◦ , the meridional fm and sagittal fs focal lengths are
different shown below.
Rm
fm =
sin θB ,
(2.9)
2
Rs 1
fs =
.
(2.10)
2 sin θB
We can get the condition of those two focal lengths are equal.
Rs = Rm sin2 θB .

(2.11)

From this, those two curvature radius can not be the same except θB = 90◦ . The difference of
the focal length between two plane results in the aberration. Less than 30 µm spatial resolution
is achievable, when θB >87◦ for measuring self emission, and θB > 70 for measuring backlight
image. Less than 10 µm spatial resolution is achievable, when θB >88◦ for measuring self
emission, and θB > 80 for measuring backlight image. These are shown in Fig. ??

F IGURE 2.6: The Bragg angle dependence of theoretical limitation of spatial resolution for self-emission imaging system and for backlighting imaging system[].

Crystals used in this research are shown in table. ??. Spherically bent Quartz(2131) crystal
was used for Cu-Kα imaging and Quartz(2023) crystal was used for Ti-Kα imaging.
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TABLE 2.2: The specs of spherically bent crystals used in this work.

Crystal
Quartz
Quartz

2.2.2

Crystal
orientation
2023
2131

2d
[Å]
2.749
3.082

Reflection
order
1
2

Curvature radius
X-ray
[mm]
200
Ti-Kα (4.541 keV)
200
Cu-Kα (8.048 keV)

Flash Kα X-ray generation using high-power short-pulse laser

Ti
Cu

F IGURE 2.7: The K-shell ionization cross-section of Ti (red dotted) and Cu (blue
solid).

X-ray backlighting is widely used for measuring the density of the plasma. The typical
velocity of HEDP is 1 × 107 cm/s. A snapshot of density distribution measurement is necessary
for understanding the process of HEDP formation due to compression especially . The limit of
spatial resolution of spherically bent crystal is 10 µm. The traveling time of plasma with length
of 10 µmis then, 10 ps. If the temporal resolution is longer than 10 ps, the spatial resolution of
the image is degraded by the motions of plasma.

2.2. Flash Kα X-ray backlighting with high-power short-pulse laser
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The Flash Kα X-ray source using high-power short-pulse(ps) laser is developed. Kα Xray is generated from the inner-shell ionized ions. Due to the inner-shell ionization is caused
by the hot-electrons having energy larger than K-shell ionization energy of ion. High-power
short-pulse laser can generate electron beam which have pulse duration same as the laser pulse
duration. Kα X-rays generated by electron beam then have a duration of emission same as the
laser pulse duration. No Kα pulse duration measurement was performed in this research, while
according to the theoretical prediction[], assuming the Kα pulse duration is the order of the laser
pulse duration.
The Kα X-ray yield depend on the laser intensity. The slope temperature of electron beam
depend on the laser intensity. According to ponderomotive scaling, the electron slope temperature Th is expressed like below.
s
Th = me c2  1 +

Iλ 2
1.37 × 1018


− 1 .

(2.12)

Here, Th , I, λ is the electron slope temperature, laser intensity in unit of W/cm2 and laser
wavelength in unit of µm, respectively.
In this research, Ti and Cu were used as a backlighter. The K-shell ionization energy of nonionized Ti is 4.966 keV and that of non-ionized Cu is 8.979 keV. The cross-section of K-shell
ionization of Ti and Cu is shown in figure 2.7. The peak value of K-shell ionization crosssection is achieved when the electron kinetic energy is around 20 keV and decreasing until 1
MeV. Due to the dependence on electron energy to the K-shell ionization cross-section, we need
proper energy to obtain higher Kα yield.
The experiment was done for estimating the best condition of high-power short-pulse laser.
A 20 µm-thickness Ti foil was irradiated by 1.5 ps FWHM, kJ laser. The Ti-kα yield was
measured by RbAp flat crystal and IPs was used as a detector. The intensity of laser was
changed by increasing or decreasing the laser spot size. Figure2.8 shows the measured Ti-Kα
yield datas according to laser intensity. It is obvious that lower intensity laser generates more
Kα photons. That is because the decrease of temperature results in the electron number increase
having few tens of keV.

2.2.3

Data interpretation

Figure 2.9 (a) shows the raw data of Kα backlighting image. A square shape emission is the
Kα X-ray emitted from the backlighting foil. The shadow of high density plasma shows near
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Ti-Ka X-ray yield / Laser energy [arb.u.]
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2.5
2.0
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1.0
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laser intensity[W/cm2]

1019

F IGURE 2.8: Laser energy normalized Ti-Kα yield versus the laser intensity. A
lower intensity increase the Ti-Kα photon number. This tendency can be explained
by the cross-section of Kα emission.

the center of foil. From this data, we can get the transmittance distribution.
Figure 2.9 (b) shows the line out along the red line of Figure 2.9 (a). Captured data is consisted of 3 components : (A) background signal, (B) X-ray emission from the backlighting foil,
(C) target shadow. Firstly, (A) should be subtracted. Secondly, fit the (B) without (C) region.
In this process, we are assuming the spatial distribution of X-ray without any irregularities. Depending on the spatial pattern of laser, X-ray source may have irregularities which results in the
disturbance of accurate analysis of data. To avoid this, the pattern of laser should be carefully
adjusted. Te transmittance is then obtained by dividing the background subtracted data with the
fitted function. By repeating this process near the target shadow, the transmittance distribution
image is obtained.
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F IGURE 2.9: The image of raw data captured by backlighting method. (a) shows
the Raw data image. The Ti-Kα monochromatic image of the foil and the shadow
of cone-attached compressed core target is shown. Strong emission place right
side of the foil is the direct light from the target consisted of photons in widerange of photon energy. (b) shows the line out along the dashed line of (a). The
data is consisted of background signal, foil emission and the shadows of the target.

Inverse Abel transformation
Due to the plasma has a density distribution along the path of X-ray passed by as showed in
Fig. ??. Inverse Abel transformation process is necessary to obtain the density at a certain
point. The transmittance t is defined as t = exp(−µρl), where µ, ρ, l is the mass absorption
coefficient, mass density and length, respectively. From now, µρl is defined as optical depth τ.
The observed data can be expressed as the integration of optical depth along the observing path
as below.
!
√
t(x) = exp −2

R2 −x2

Z

µ(x, z)ρ(x, z)dz ,

(2.13)

0

log[t(r)] = −

Z

µ(r)ρ(r)dz = −2

Z R
µ(r)ρ(r)dr
0

√
.
r 2 − x2

(2.14)

Then the optical depth can be derived.
µ(r)ρ(r) =

1
π

Z R
dln[t(x)]
0

dx

dx
√
x2 − r 2

(2.15)

The information of the plasma we can get from the backlighting method is optical depth µ(r)ρ(r)∆L.
We need the distribution of µ(r) to obtain ρ(r). So, it is necessary to get µ(r) from the simulation.
It is important to refer here that the inverse Abel transformed transmittance image has no
physical meaning. Because inverse Abel transform should be done with the physical values
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Cylindrically symmetric plasma

Observed signal

Integrated signal

Observing direction

F IGURE 2.10: A measured signal is the integration of plasma emission distributed
along the observing direction.

which can be evaluated from the sum of them. By taking −ln to the values of transmittance
image, the distribution of the optical depth can be obtained. The total optical depth can be
evaluated by summing all optical depths, so that the inverse Abel transformation is applicable.
Inverse Abel transformation of discrete data
Here, the process of inverse Abel transformation with discrete data is introduced. In cylindrically symmetric system, the image can be assumed to be a set of peaces shown in Fig. 2.11. Only
physical parameters which are defined per unit volume, can be used in inverse Abel transformation. Assuming cylindrical symmetric discrete ring-shape plasma, inverse Abel transformation
can be simplified using matrix. The observed data In can be expressed as follows:
I1 = 2(S11 ε1 + S12 ε2 + ... + S1n εn )

(2.16)

I2 = 2(S22 ε2 + S23 ε3 + ... + S2n εn )

(2.17)

In = 2(Snn εn )/d

(2.18)
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F IGURE 2.11: A image of discrete inverse Abel transformation method.

where ε j means the local emissivity at the jth radius, Si j is the area of cross position of the ith
measurement line and the jth radius. By express these as a matrix, it is simplified as below.
[I] = 2[S][ε]

(2.19)

 
−1
q
i
2
[S(i, j)] = (i + 1) d cos
− id (i + 1)2 − i2 , (i = j)
i+1

(2.20)

[S(i, j)] = P(i + 1, j + 1) − P(i, j + 1) − P(i + 1, j) + P(i, j), (i > j)

(2.21)

[S(i, j)] = 0, (i < j)
 
p
j
2 2
−1
P(i, j) = i d sin
+ jd 2 i2 − j2
i

(2.22)

S can be calculated as the followings.
2 2

(2.23)

Thus, the actual distribution of a physical parameter ε is then can be calculated as the following.
1
[ε] = [S]−1 [I]
(2.24)
2
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Here [S]−1 is the inverse matrix. Now the inverse Abel transformation of discrete data can be
easily done.

2.3
2.3.1

X-ray Streak Camera
The operating principle of X-ray streak camera

F IGURE 2.12: The principle of X-ray streak camera.

The X-rays emitted from the target is imaged on a photocathode film via an imaging device
like a slit or a pinhole. By the collisions of X-rays with the electrons in photocathode, firstscattered electrons are generated. The energy of the first-scattered electrons is determined by
the photon energy of X-ray. The first-scattered electrons are collide with other electrons inside
the photocathode and generate low energy electrons. It is called the secondary-scattered electron, which is an electron that actually becomes an image. The higher the energy of the firstscattered electrons, the greater the number of secondary-scattered electrons. The secondaryscattered electrons have much lower energy than the first-scattered electrons. Due to the energy
distribution results in the degrading of temporal resolution, few tens of kV electric fields are
applied to accelerate whole electrons.

2.3. X-ray Streak Camera
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After the secondary-scattered electrons are accelerated by the electrode and the temporally
changing X-ray signal is spatially separated by the temporally changing electric field. The number of secondary-backscattered electrons is increased by the Multi Channel Plate(MCP) electron multiplier. Spatially separated electrons are converted into a visible light on the fluorescent
screen and it is detected by the CCD camera.
Photo electron generation[16]

incident X-ray photon

front-scattered
secondary electron

photo cathode

primary electron generation

back-scattered
secondary electron

F IGURE 2.13: The process of large number of electrons generation. The irradiated X-ray photon generate the primary electron inside the photo cathode. The
primary electron generated by X-ray have energy almost equal to the X-ray photon energy. This electron collide with the electrons inside the photocathode, and
results in the large number of secondary elecrrons. The secondary electrons radiated to the front and the rear side of the photocathode.

The X-ray photon is converted to the electron inside the photo cathode. The large fraction
of electron generation image is shown in Fig. 2.13 When the X-ray photon is irradiated to the
photo cathode, the primary electrons are kicked out by the X-ray photon. The kinetic energy of
primary electron is almost same as the X-ray photon energy. The number of primary electron
is same as the X-ray photon number. The primary electron then collide inside the photo cathode. By the collisions of primary electron, secondary electrons are generated. The energy of
secondary electrons are much lower than the primary electron. Typically, the secondary electron energy is less than 5 eV while the primary electron energy is almost same as X-ray photon
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energy, i.e., 1 keV as shown in Fig. 2.14. The number fraction of secondary electron is much
larger than the primary electron.

F IGURE 2.14: The larger fraction of the secondary electrons are generated. typically as a narrow distribution having a peak value below 10 eV. The higher energy
primary photo electron consists of sharp elastic scattering component and Auger
electrons which revealed as the low energy tail of sharp one.

Back-scattered secondary electron acceleration for reducing the arrival time difference[16]
Due to low kinetic energy and its distribution, slower electron arrive later than the fast one
to the detector. This makes the temporal resolution degrade. To solve this problem, strong
electric field is applied backside of the photo cathode to accelerate the back-scattered secondary
electrons. Because the distance from the cathode to the detector is constant, the arrival time
difference is getting lower if the kinetic energy is higher. The temporal resolution τ is then,
"

 #
∆0.5
1 L
∆ 0.5
τ = 3.37S
1 + ( − 2)
V0
4 S
eV0

(2.25)

Here ∆, V0 , L, S, e is the energy spread of secondary electron, the extracted electric potential,
the traveling distance without electric potential, the traveling distance with electric potential
and the electric charge, respectively. For example, when the secondary electron energy spread
is 2 eV, and the extraction potential V0 of 5 kV and the the distance S of 1mm, the temporal
resolution τ will be 1 ps.

2.3. X-ray Streak Camera
(a) : CuI
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(b) : Au

F IGURE 2.15: (a) The quantum yield for 1100 Åthick CuI photocathode. (b) The
quantum yield for 300 Åthick Au photo cathode.

Photocathode material
In this research, the CuI photocathode was used. The plasma temperature in our experiment
is expected to be 1-10 keV. According to black body radiation, hν = 2.822kB T which means
that the plasma temperature 1-10 keV generates mainly 2.822-28.22 keV X-rays. The laser
generated plasma does not emits black body radiation for all X-ray energy region because the
thickness of the plasma may opaque to the high energy X-rays. This makes the photon energy
having peak emission intensity moves to the lower photon energy. But it can be said that the few
keV X-ray have the most emittance for laser generated plasma. Fig. 2.15 shows the quantum
yield of two-kinds of photocathode. As you can see, the CuI photocathode have 10 times higher
quantum yield for 0.1 - 10 keV photon energy, than the Au photocathode. The higher signal can
be obtained by using CuI. The CuI must be stored in the vacuum environment. Because the CuI
is soluble in water, moisture of the atmosphere. The quantum yield decreases and/or the spatial
unevenness makes the image degrade.

2.3.2

Temporal resolution of X-ray streak camera

The temporal change of the light source is spatially separated by the time-varying sweep electrode in the streak tube and observed in the time sweep direction on the fluorescent screen.
The time resolution of the streak camera is determined by the spread in the time direction of
the electron group that has reached the phosphor screen. The factors that determine the time
resolution are explained below.
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Electron transit time spread by initial velocity distribution of photoelectrons ∆t1
Photoelectrons on the photoelectric surface have angular distribution and velocity distribution.
When photoelectrons traveling in the streak tube, those are spatially distributed to the velocity
direction. This causes a time difference until the photoelectrons are accelerated by the accelerating mesh and arrive at the deflection electric field, which spreads the position on the fluorescent
surface, that is time spread in the image. This time spread is
√
∆ε
∆t1 = 2.34 × 10
(2.26)
E
Here, E is the acceleration electric field strength. ∆ε Is the full width at half maximum of
the photoelectron energy distribution in the direction of the streak tube axis. The ∆ε is 3.5 eV,
and the the accelerating electric field E of the X-ray streak camera (C7700) is 1.6 × 106 V / m.
Then ∆t1 = 2.9 ps.
−6

Time spread with finite spatial resolution ∆t2
The beam diameter of photoelectrons in the streak tube has a finite diameter. Even electron
beams incident on deflection field at the same time the potential is different above and below
(with respect to the deflection electric field). As a result, a travel time difference occurs, and
this time spread ∆t2 Is expressed by the following.
∆t2 =

PVd R
.
vcVc D

(2.27)

Here, P is the length of the deflection electrode [m], Vd is the potential of the deflection electrode [V], R is the radius of the photoelectron beam [m], vc is the electron velocity corresponding to the acceleration voltage [m / s], Vc Is the acceleration voltage [V], and D is the distance [m] of the deflection electrode. In our XSC, 3.5 × 10−2 ,Vd = 243V, R = 1.0 × 10−3 ,Vc =
8.0kV, vc = 5.3 × 107 m/s, D = 8.7 × 10−3 m, so that ∆t2 = 2.3ps.
Time spread with finite spatial resolution ∆t3
When measurement is performed in the stationary mode of the streak camera with the sampling
mask attached in front of the photo camera, a point image having a finite diameter can be
obtained on the photocathode. This is the input pinhole image of the sampling mask, and
the full width at half maximum affects the time resolution of the streak camera. The pinhole
diameter in the sweep direction is the width that constitutes a streak image, and the sweep time
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corresponding to this width limits the time resolution. Therefore, the time expansion (t 3 [s])
due to the spatial resolution is expressed by equation (3.23).
∆t3 = d p × v.

(2.28)

Here, d p is the sampling pinhole diameter [pixel] taking into consideration the point spread of
the streak camera, and v is the sweep time [ps / pixel]. In the setup of this system, d p = 5 pixel
and v = 9.8 ps / pixel. Then ∆t3 = 49.0 ps.
Time resolution of the system ∆ttot
The time spread determined by the above three factors is considered to be independent of each
other. Assuming that each spread is Gaussian, the overall time spread, that is, the time resolution
is given by the square root of the sum of squares of three elements, and is expressed by the
following.
q
∆ttot =

∆t12 + ∆t22 + ∆t32

(2.29)

So the total temporal resolution ∆ttot in this system is to be 49.1 ps.

2.3.3

Timing measurement between compression laser and heating laser

A laser for fuel compression have nano-second pulse duration with maximum intensity of 1015
W/cm2 . Another laser for heating the compressed fuel have pico-second pulse duration with
maximum intensity of 1019 W/cm2 . On target, on shot timing measurement between these two
kinds of lasers is important. Due to the maximum compression maintaining less than 100 ps,
heating should be done in accurate timing. A few keV X-ray signal is measured for chasing the
laser irradiation timing. The X-ray intensity emitted by the interaction between heating laser
and plasma is far beyond that the X-ray intensity due to compression laser. We have developed
on shot, on target timing diagnosis to measure the timing between two types of lasers with 4
digit intensity difference.
Installing the hard X-ray shield, the timing between the compression laser and the heating
laser can be measurable with high temporal accuracy. A hard X-ray is generated when short
pulse high intensity laser is irradiated. The hard X-ray transmit the pinhole disc because its
photon energy is too large ( > 100 keV) for attenuating the hard X-ray. Thus we call this hard
X-ray as a non-imaged hard X-ray. Non-imaged hard X-rays attenuated by the thick W shield
placed right in front of the cathode and only near the window for cathode slit, remains. In
streaked image, the signal of non-imaged hard X-ray is a shape of window. Since non-imaged
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F IGURE 2.16: The schematic of hard X-ray timing measurement. A thick highZ material (here we used Tungsten) is placed right before the photocathode slit.
The X-ray image, which is imaged by the imager like pinhole of slit or the bent
mirror is only recorded inside the slit. While the hard X-ray signal (its energy
was estimated to be > 100 keV from the attenuation of signal) can penetrate the
imaging disk and also the cathode disk. They generate high energy electrons by
colliding with the photocathode with same size of tungsten shield. Those are
finally detected to the CCD camera. Due to the pulse duration of hard X-ray is
short enough ( 1 ps ) than the temporal resolution of the XSC, the flash band signal
appears on the imaged thermal X-ray. The peak intensity position is the hard Xray timing, which is correspond to the high-power short-pulse laser irradiation
timing.

hard X-rays are also short pulse as LFEX ( 1ps), which is much smaller than the temporal
resolution of XSC. Thus, a snap shot of the window is observed with imaged X-ray signal
generated by nano-second laser. By comparing the imaged X-ray signal and the instantaneous
strapped signal, we can measure the timing of nano-second laser and the pico-second laser with
4 digit intensity difference.
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High density plasma generation using solid
fusion fuel
3.1

Introduction on solid target

In FI, the compression process and heating process is separated. From the beginning of the
FI experiment, only shell target was used for generate high density plasma. As explained in
Chapter 1, many techniques should be used for compress shell target. Go back to the role of
the shell target, it was adapted for generating a hot spot with moderate laser intensity. While
in FI, hot spot does not generated during the compression process, but generated by the heating
process with high-intensity pico-second laser pulse generated charged particles. This means
that using shell target is not required.
Here a solid target is suggested for a new target shape for FI. The shell target is directly
accelerated by the ablation pressure and accelerated. While the solid target is not accelerated
but shock waves are driven inside the target. That shock wave accelerate particles to the target
center. The critical point for using solid target is that the solid target is compressed by the
shock wave. A shock wave is well-known self-stabilizing hydrodynamic phenomena. Even it
has a initial perturbation on the shock surface, those are smoothed by the ion acoustic waves at
the post-shocked region. A stability of converging spherical shock wave has been studied and
briefly introduced here.

3.1.1

Stability of converging spherical shock wave

The most famous stability analysis is done by Chester, Chisnell and Whitham, and this theory is
called CCW theory[4, 5, 53]. In this theory, the relative perturbation amplitude which is defined
as the perturbation amplitude divided by the shock front radius, is constant for all spherical harmonics mode. The most recent analysis suggested that the stability of the shock wave depends
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F IGURE 3.1: Evolutions of the normalized perturbation amplitude δ /R for different mode numbers for ideal gas( γ = 5/3 ) for converging spherical shock wave.
The initial amplitude is set to be unity at R/R0 = 1. The CCW theory(GBB model)
is shown as dashed line.

on the shock wave perturbation spherical harmonics mode[31]. The evolutions of converging
spherical shock wave perturbation is shown in Fig. ??. One can understand that the shock wave
converges by oscillating. A low mode shock wave oscillate slower than the high mode shock
wave. A low mode shock wave have longer wavelength than the high mode shock wave, which
results in longer time delay to transmit the information of pressure perturbation. The CCW
theory is plotted as a dashed line. In the CCW theory, it is assumed that the shock front does not
affected by the post-shocked medium. With that approximation, the relative perturbation amplitude is increasing proportional to the R−0.5 . Here it is important that the relative perturbation
is growing by converging while, the absolute perturbation amplitude is getting smaller because
δ /R ∝ R−0.5 then δ ∝ R0.5 . By converging, R is getting smaller and smaller which means the
perturbation amplitude is also getting smaller and smaller. In recent theory, Murakami, et. al.,
took account the effect of the supersonic region in the post-shocked medium. Due to supersonic
region does not perturbed because those are faster than any other point of neighborhood thus,
they can smear out the perturbation having wavelength shorter than the distance between the
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shock front and the sonic surface. Thus, for higher mode shock wave perturbation, the growth
rate is much smaller than CCW predicted values.
Compare to the RTI, there is no positive feedback loop for increasing the perturbation amplitude. Which means that the shock wave is much more stable than the shell converging case.
Thus, we suggested solid target and performed an experiment for compressing the shell and
solid fuel and measured the density of compressed fuel.

3.2
3.2.1

Solid fuel compression using Gaussian laser pulse
Experimental conditions
Imaging Plate
Spherical bent crystal
Quartz(2023)
2d = 2.749 Å

The shield of
direct light
Compressed
plasma

LFEX(1.2 kJ/1.5ps)
I = 1017~1018 W/cm2
Ti Foil

F IGURE 3.2: The experiment layout. Ti foil is place 2 mm away from the target
to the direction of along the line of crystal-target. Near the maximum compression timing, the Ti foil is irradiated by the LFEX laser. Flash Ti-Kα X-rays are
generated isotropically. The 2 cm thick Tungsten(W) shield is placed to shield the
self emission on imaging plate side but not to shield the Ti-Kα X-ray image.

The experiment was performed at Institute of Laser Engineering using the GXII nanosecond laser[55] and LFEX pico-second laser. A 200 µm diameter solid CD fuel with Au cone
was irradiated by 9 GXII beams having 527 nm wavelength. The total energy of lasers is 2.7 kJ
( 300J/beam ) having 1.3 ns FWHM Gaussian pulse duration. The density of compressed fuel
was measured by flash Kα X-ray backlighting method as showed in Fig. 3.2. Around the peak
compression timing, the Ti foil placed 2 mm away from the target is irradiated by LFEX laser
and it emits high intensity Ti-Kα ( 4.51 keV ) emission. Emitted Ti-Kα X-rays passed through
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the compressed target. Attenuated Ti-Kα X-ray is imaged by the spherically bent crystal and
the image was detected by the BAS-SR IPs[42]. The imager had a 11.5 magnification and 5 eV
spectral resolution. The spatial resolution is 12.5 µm which is estimated by the shadow of gold
cone. Due to LFEX laser have 1.5 ps pulse duration, hydrodynamic resolution degrading can
be negligible.

3.2.2

Result and discussion
(a)

(b)
Thermal X-ray
from Au cone

Hard X-ray

F IGURE 3.3: The image of temporal evolution of X-ray emission image measured
by XSC. (a) shows the Raw data XSC image. Horizontal line recorded spatial
distribution and vertical line recorded temporal evolution. (b) shows the line outs.
Red square dots shows the temporal evolution of 2-5 keV thermal X-rays. Blue
triangle dots shows the hard X-ray. The spread of hard X-ray to the time direction
is caused by the finite width of thick Tungsten window.

The relative timing of the backlighter Ti-Kα X-ray with respect to the compression lasers
was measured by XSC[45, 46, 22]. Fig. 3.3 shows the measured XSC image and line outs. The
image of 2-5 keV thermal X-rays emission generated by the interactions between GXII(nanosecond laser) and fuel plasma was recorded using XSC. Therefore, the temporal evolution of
thermal X-rays can be assumed to be the laser pulse shape. The timing of the LFEX was
determined by matching the leading edge of the thermal X-ray emission profile to the laser
profile. Here, the peak timing of GXII was chosen to be 4.0 ns. The timing error is ± 42 ps
which was discussed in Chap.2.
Fig. 3.4 shows obtained backlighting raw images. The formation process of high density
plasma was observed. At 4.11 ns, the fuel size is half of the non-driven image. At 4.17 ns, the
fuel is compressed more than that of 4.11 ns and there is triangle shape shadow of the dense
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Non-driven

#38964

Shadow of
core

100 μm

4.11ns

#38989

4.17ns

100 μm

4.37ns
#38989

Shadow of #38995
Au cone

100 μm

#38983

100 μm

F IGURE 3.4: The radiography image measured by backlighting imager.

region. The triangle shape core plasma is due to the non-symmetric compression. 9 beams
without 3 beams placed around the gold cone were irradiated, the pressure of opposite side of
gold cone is higher than that of gold cone side. The shock waves collided at 4.37 ns so that
small shadow was observed. By interpreting the data, transmittance images and inverse Abel
transformed optical depth images were produced as shows in Fig. 3.5.
The solid sphere compression was simulated with a two-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulation code RAICHO[35] using the experimental laser parameters and target specification. Numerical scheme of RAICHO is based on the finite volume method with an Eulerian
mesh. Absorption of laser energy is calculated via inverse bremsstrahlung with one-dimensional
ray-tracing over the radial direction. Radiative transport and heat transfer equation are using a
flux limiting model (f = 0.06) and ignoring nonlocal effects. The target opacity is included using
tabular data calculated by an average ion model assuming collisional radiative equlibrium. High
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

F IGURE 3.5: The image of temporal evolution of plasma transmittance and the
inverse Abel transformed optical depth distribution. (a) (c) (e) shows the temporal
evolutions of the transmittance. (b) (d) (e) shows the temporal evolution of optical
depth.
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F IGURE 3.6: An areal densities and a temperatures calculation result at the timing
of experiment. The radiation hydrodynamic simulations were performed in twodimensional cylindrical geometry for cone attached solid fuel compression.

Figure 3.6 shows simulated two-dimensional mass density and temperature contour map
smoothed at experimental resolution. The variation in temperature and density of the azimuthal
mean radial profile of the core is used to estimate the variation of the calculated mass attenuation
coefficient. The mean value of the mass attenuation coefficients is 21 ± 3 cm2 /g with the
electron density uncertainty of 100 - 300 eV. The simulated areal density was calculated by
integrating the density in perpendicular direction to the cone. The sphere compression was
also calculated with one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulation code, Helios[27]. The
maximum compression timing of 2D simulation result is delayed compare to 1D case. This is
because in asymmetric compression, since the pressure of the shock wave flows to the side
where the laser is not irradiated, the pressure of the shock wave decreases. Due to the shock
wave propagates with almost the sound velocity expressed as below, decrease of shock pressure
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result in the decrease of the shock speed.
r
cs =

γp
ρ

(3.1)

Here, γ, p, ρ is the heat capacity ratio, pressure of shock wave and mass density of non-shocked
material, respectively. The shock pressure decrease results in the decrease of maximum compression rate. The target preheating caused by strong radiation from Au cone is also affect the
decrease of the compression rate. The high energy X-rays caused by the interaction between
laser and Au plasma, deposit their energy to the non-shocked fuel region. This results in the
increase of the non-shocked fuel pressure. The compression rate due to shock wave is defined
by the pressure ratio between non-shocked fuel and shock wave. The increase of pressure of
non-shocked fuel decrease the compression rate of the shock wave.

F IGURE 3.7: A comparison of the experimentally measured areal density and
calculated areal density. The radiation hydrodynamic simulations were performed
in two-dimensional cylindrical geometry for cone attached solid fuel compression.
The one-dimensional calculation was also done.

Fig. 3.7 shows the temporal evolution of areal density of simulated results compared with
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the experimental data. The experimental results agree with the 2D calculation results. The uncertainties are evaluated from the background subtraction and the extrapolating Ti-Kα emission
distribution.
In conclusion, the process of solid fuel compression is measured by flash Kα imaging techniques. In this experiment, no laser intensity distribution smoothing techniques was used. The
laser irradiation condition of d/R = -3 were used for all experiment. It is obvious that the intensity distribution have large perturbation on the surface of the fuel. Figure 3.15 shows the
spatial distribution of pressure in the laser irradiation condition of d/R = -3. In shell compression experiment, no shadow of the core was measured in this laser condition. The solid fuel
compression showed the stability in high density fuel generation. The arial density of the fuel
in this experiment is 0.05 g/cm2 . As mentioned before, more than 0.3 g/cm2 of areal density is
required for realization of ignition condition.
The compression rate due to the shock wave is limited by the Rankine-Hugoniot relation.
ρ̃ =

(γ + 1) p̃ + (γ − 1)
(γ − 1) p̃ + (γ + 1)

(3.2)

For γ = 5/3, p = ∞, the compression rate ρ is 4. Only 4 times compression is possible in
planar geometry. Spherically converging shock wave have more compression rate due to the
decrease of the volume of shocked region as converging. Gudderley, et al. shows the 36 times
compression of ideal gas using single strong converging shock wave by self-similar analysis.
Thus 36 times compression is then the theoretical limits of solid ball compression using single
strong shock wave. The experimentally measured maximum density is 52.5 ± 7.5 g/cc which
is larger than 36 times of initial density (1.0 g/cc). This is because the 0.9 ns of Gaussian
rising laser pulse generated not only one strong shock wave, but also some weak shock waves
which is preceding the main shock wave. Preceding shock waves firstly compress the fuel with
small compression rate and the main strong shock wave compress the pre-compressed fuel. The
entropy increasing of this process is lower than the single strong shock compression process.

3.3

Adiabatic compression method of solid fusion fuel using
tailored laser pulse

As discuss before, the compression rate of strong shock wave is limited by the Rankine-Hugoniot
relation. A high density compression by multi-weak-shock waves was introduced to compress
the fuel adiabatically using laser. Adiabatic compression rate is not limited physically compare
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to shock compression. Thus we can get much higher compression rate by the adiabatic compression method. Adiabatic compression by the laser was introduced from the beginning of the
ICF researches. Here the heuristic compression idea and the preliminary experiment on solid
fuel compression using tailored laser pulse will be shown.
Here a fundamental idea for adiabatic compression of the sphere will be introduced[20]. The
simplest case of adiabatic compression is homogeneous adiabatic compression, i.e. an adiabatic
compression in which every volume element is compressed with same compression rate. An
important property of an adiabatic compression is that maximum compression is achieved with
an applied pressure. Kidder suggest the analytical form of the pulse shape by the following.
I
=
I0

3.3.1



R0
R

2

(1 − τ 2 )−11/4

(3.3)

Compression by the tailored laser pulse

intensity

Ⅱ: maximum pressure

Ⅰ: intensity ratio

Ⅲ: chemical bonding

time

Ⅳ: Laser Plasma Interaction

F IGURE 3.8: A physical issues on tailored laser pulse. I : the higher intensity ratio
is required for increasing the compression ratio. II : the higher maximum intensity
is required for increasing the compression ratio because of the Fermi pressure
increase. III : the chemical bonding issue should be studied at low-pressure shock
wave and matter interaction. IV : when the laser intensity is higher than 1014
W/cm2 , the laser plasma instabilities occur which results in degrading the laser
absorption and preheating the plasma.

In reality, the laser pulse should be designed by considering many physical issues shown in
Fig. 3.8.
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Firstly, the intensity ratio of initial laser intensity to the final laser intensity is important. In
adiabatic compression, total pressure compression ratio is proportional to the density compression ratio.
p̃ ∝ ρ̃ γ
(3.4)
The γ is usually assumed 5/3 as an ideal monotonic gas in high energy density physics. The
shock wave generated at low intensity region, the increase of the temperature due to the first
shock wave is less than 1 eV. Which means that the 5/3 of γ value cannot be used anymore. Due
to the chemical bonding effect, a low temperature and solid density plasma pressure is much
lower than that of ideal gas. This makes the first shock wave slower than the ideal gas case, it
degrade the compression ratio.
Second, the maximum laser intensity is also important. Due to the Fermi pressure is proportional to the 5/3 power of the mass density, It is increased as compression goes by. As
an example, the Fermi pressure of solid density parylene plastic is 4 Mbar. To compress the
parylene plastic, more than 4 Mbar pressure is needed. In same sense, 100 times compressed
parylene plasma have Fermi pressure is 8 Gbar. To compress this matter, more than 8 Gbar
pressure shock wave should be drived. The ablation pressure generated by 1015 W/cm2 laser
intensity is only 100 Mbar. This value is much smaller than the Fermi pressure of 100 times
compressed parylene. The effect of converging makes this pressure increase. The shock pressure increase with proportional to the r0 /rs , here r0 is the initial fuel radius and rs is the shock
front radius. When the shock front radius is 1/80 of the initial radius, the pressure can be
increased to 8 Gbar.
Ideally, the converging shock pressure increase to the infinity, however in reality, it is not.
That is because of the existence of the pressure perturbation. The pressure perturbation limits
the size of the core plasma. When the perturbation depth exceed the shock front radius, shock
wave is collapsed and generate outward shock wave. The shock front perturbation is induced
by the spatial non-uniformity of laser intensity at the surface of the fuel. Spatial smoothing
technique should be used for reducing the shock front perturbation.
If we increase the laser intensity higher than 101 5 W/cm2 , the laser plasma instabilities
grows faster. The laser plasma instabilities degrade the laser absorption and generate nonthermal hot electrons. These phenomena is complicated that analytical design is impossible.
These physical issues should be considered when pulse shape designing.
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Laser pulse design using one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic
simulation

As mentioned before, theoretically designed laser pulse is not applicable in experiment. Many
physical issues should be considered : a EOS of low temperature state and a non-thermal hot
electrons generated by laser plasma instabilities. One-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulation code was performed. A EOS of low temperature plasma is considered, especially the
chemical-bonding is considered that the shock velocity of initial shock waves can be estimated
accurately. As the target, 1.3 mm diameter DT ice target was compressed by the laser showed
as blue curve in Fig. 3.9. The maximum laser intensity is 1015 W/cm2 with wavelength of 351
nm. The maximum areal density ρR of compressed core is 1.4 g/cm2 which is much higher than
the areal density for ignition. Also, only 50 kJ laser energy was used for this calculation. Due
to the adiabatic compression keeps the plasma pressure minimum at that time, the input energy
is also minimized compare to strong shock wave compression or shell compression.

rho-R

Intensity

F IGURE 3.9: The temporal evolution of ρR of the compressed fuel and the laser
profile. 1D radiation hydrodynamic simulation code was used for this calculation.
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Adiabatic compression experiment of solid fusion fuel using tailored laser pulse

3.4.1

Laser pulse tailoring with fiber oscillator

A pressure tailoring is required to achieve adiabatic solid fuel compression. A fiber oscillator
was installed to the GXII system to shaping the laser pulse. The fiber laser uses an optical
fiber as the active medium, which usually has a rare-earth doped core. Using fiber oscillator, an
arbitrary pulse shape laser pulse can be generated. In this system, 1/1000 of intensity ratio
between the initial intensity and the maximum intensity is achievable. At the stage of the
laser energy amplification, the intensity ratio increases to 1/10002 due to the energy gain is
proportional to the square of the laser intensity in low intensity region.

3.4.2

Experiment on solid fuel compression using tailored laser pulse
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F IGURE 3.10: A measured 527 nm laser pulse shape. 1/1000 intensity ratio is
achievable in this system. The expected areal density is plotted as blue solid line.
The green dotted line shows the compression by the Gaussian laser pulse. The
one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulation code was used.

The solid fuel compression experiment was done with the laser pulse showed in Fig. 3.10(a)
having 527 nm wavelength. The 200µm CD sphere was compressed by 12 laser beams symmetrically with laser irradiation condition of d/R = -3. And the expected fuel density was estimated
using one dimensional radiation hydrodynamic code. Fig. 3.10 (b) shows the calculated areal
density. Green dashed line shows the temporal evolution of fuel areal density compressed by
Gaussian laser pulse. Blue solid line shows the temporal evolution of fuel areal density compressed by the tailored laser pulse. 1.8 times larger areal density plasma formation is expected.
The flash Kα X-ray backlighting was used to measure the density of the plasma. Captured
radiography image shows in Fig. 3.11. The shape of the core was no more a round shape but an
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uneven shape. The timing of the flash Kα X-ray was at 4.5 ns. The timing is defined according
to the time axis of Fig. 3.10. The uneven core shape at 1.3 ns before the maximum laser intensity
timing indicates that the presence of shock wave perturbation. The inverse Abel transformation
does not performed to this plasma because we cannot assume axial-symmetric anymore.

Foil

The shadow of stalk

The shadow of core plasma

F IGURE 3.11: Flash Ti-Kα backlighting measurement result using the laser pulse
which was shown in Fig. 3.10(a)

By changing the laser irradiation condition of d/R = -5, the compression experiment was
also done. The laser irradiation condition d/R = -5 results in more uniform intensity distribution
compare to d/R = -3 (Fig. 3.15). The measured core shape shows relatively spherical shape
compare to d/R = -3 case. This indicates the strong effect of the non-uniformity of laser intensity
at the fuel surface on core plasma formation. Still, the core shape is not sphere because of the
laser intensity balance between laser beams. In this experiment, the maximum laser intensity
was controlled to be same each other. The deviation of initial laser intensity then spread to be
20 % among 12 lasers. In this condition, the shock velocity driven by each laser beams have
different values. The converging shock wave no more spherical shape, the perturbation depth
of shock front surface is being higher.
A strong shock wave is stable phenomena. Even it have a perturbation, the relative perturbation defined as the perturbation depth ∆R divided by the shock front radius Rs decreases. A
strong shock experiment was done using squared laser pulse. Due to the laser pulse rising time is
short (100 ps Gaussian rising), strong single shock is generated. The laser irradiation condition
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(a)

(b)
d/R = -3, @ 4.5 ns

d/R = -5, @ 4.6 ns

F IGURE 3.12: Flash Ti-Kα backlighting measurement results with different laser
irradiation condition. (a) is the case of d/R = -3 and the image is at the timing of
4.5 ns. Even this timing is early stage of the compression, the shape of the core
plasma is non-spherical, which was resulted by the laser intensity non-uniformity
on the fuel surface. (b) is the case of d/R = -5 and the image is at the timing of 4.6
ns. The shape of the core plasma looks more spherical-like shape.

is set to d/R = -3, which was unstable for tailored laser pulse compression experiment. Fig. 3.13
shows the transmittance image of single shock compressed solid fuel. At all time, the shape of
compressed core is round shape even the laser irradiation condition is non-uniform. The experimentally measured areal density ρR was compared to one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic
simulation results as shown in Fig. 3.14. These experimental results indicates that the weak
shock wave is no more stable like strong shock wave. No theoretical and computational work
on stability of weak shock wave was done. The theoretical work is difficult because the mathematical form of weak shock wave can not simplified like strong shock wave case(p2 /p1 = ∞).
The computational work is necessary for weak shock wave calculation. There is another problem for computational work. Since the weak shock wave do not increase the entropy of the
post-shocked matter, it may not be plasma. Which means, weak shocked matter is the strongly
coupled matter like continuum. In this situation, the effect of chemical potential is strongly
affect to the wave propagation in the matter and the temperature or density change due to shock
wave varies with ideal gas case. The EOS models QEOS and/or SESAME that are widely used
in plasma research region, have a large gap with the experimental results in the low temperature
region. A new EOS models ( like semi-empirical model) should be developed first, for studying
the stability of weak shock wave.

3.4. Adiabatic compression experiment of solid fusion fuel using tailored laser pulse
(a)
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(b)
Non-driven

(c)

@ 1.24 ns

(d)
@ 1.96 ns

@ 2.24 ns

F IGURE 3.13: Flash Ti-Kα X-ray backlighting image of a solid fuel compressed
by the strong shock wave.

3.4.3

Stability of a solid fusion fuel compression using tailored laser pulse

We experimentally observed the uneven shape of the compressed core plasma when using tailored laser pulse. We have numerically studied dependence of tailored laser pulse shapes and
spatial beam non-uniformity on the compression of solid sphere using three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation code (IMPACT-3D). Experimental pulse shapes may deviate from designed
pulse shapes because of technical limitations and inaccuracies in modeling the equation of states
also induce errors in pulse shape design. Resistance to deviation from the designed shape and
spatial non-uniformity of applied pressure were investigated using three-dimensional pure hydrodynamic simulation code IMPACT-3D. In this simulation, the spatial pressure distribution
on the surface of the solid sphere was calculated by 3D ray tracing code.
Evaluation of stability on multi-shock wave compression using IMPACT-3D
The IMPACT-3D which is three-dimensional pure hydrodynamic code was used[40]. IMPACT3D have fully Eulerian and Cartesian coordinate system and both spatially, temporally has second order accuracy. The initial pressure and the density distribution is spherically symmetric.
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F IGURE 3.14: A compression laser timing evaluation from the X-ray emission.
And the experimentally measured areal density is compared with the simulation
results.

Assuming the Gekko XII facility, 12 laser beams are irradiated to the target from the direction
of regular dodecahedron. The absorbed energy on the surface of the target is calculated by the
3D ray-tracing code. The initial pressure distribution on the target surface is calculated with
the absorbed energy distribution. Fig. 3.15 shows the initial pressure distribution with the laser
irradiation condition of d/R = -3.
The tailored laser pulse compression is simplified as three strong shock compression. The
initial pressure region is defined as region I. The final pressure region is defined as region III.
The initial radial pressure distribution was set as three shock waves arrive to the center at the
same time.
Fig. 3.16 shows the high density compression sensitivity on pressure perturbation between
12 beams. One can easily understand that the pressure balance of low-pressure region is much
more important to compress the solid ball with multi-shock wave. This is because, if converging
speed is slower, absolute converging time difference of shock wave is larger under the same
perturbation.

3.4. Adiabatic compression experiment of solid fusion fuel using tailored laser pulse

d/R = -3

d/R = -5

pressure
108.8
81.60
54.40
27.20
0.000

F IGURE 3.15: A pressure distribution with different laser irradiation conditions
of d/R = -3 and d/R = -5.

F IGURE 3.16: The image of raw data captured by backlighting method. (a) shows
the Raw data image. The Ti-Kα monochromatic image of the foil and the shadows
of cone-attached compressed core target is shown. Strong emission place right
side of the foil is the direct light from the target consisted of photons in widerange of photon energy. (b) shows the line out along the dashed line of (a). The
data is consisted of background signal, foil emission and the shadows of the target.
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Chapter 4
Two-color lasers plasma interactions for
efficient production of non-thermal
hot-electrons
4.1

Background

As discussed in Chapter III, lowering maximum laser intensity engineeringly have many advantages for the production of HED plasma. A conventional method for generating the shock wave
is using ablation pressure. A laser can propagate only to its critical density region and deposit
its energy near the critical density region where density is much smaller than the solid density,
typically 100 times lower than the solid density. The electrons near the critical density region
are oscillated by the oscillating laser electric field, and through the collisions the oscillating
energy is being thermalized. The thermalized electron energy conducted to the direction of the
solid density region and increasing the pressure. As a result, the shock wave generated. In the
thermal conducting process, there are lots of energy loss. The radiation loss, and the energy is
deposited to the region where the heat wave have passed by.
A another idea for generating shock wave is using hot-electrons not thermal electrons. The
hot-electrons have larger range in the under dense plasma thus can penetrate the low density
plasma with relatively small energy loss than thermal electrons. When the hot-electrons reaches
to the solid or over solid density region, they deposit their energy there. This process is more
efficient than the conventional one. Assuming laser and electron beam having same intensity.
A pressure generated by the electron beam is 10 times higher than the laser ablation pressure,
when 100 % of the electron beam energy is deposited to the plasma. From this advantage, using
hot electron is the key parameter to increasing the shock pressure. For usage of this scheme, >
10 % hot electron conversion and < 100 keV hot electron temperature is required. Until now, the
hot electron conversion was increased by increasing the laser intensity. While it may damage
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the laser system and stronger laser fillamentation occurs because of strong pondermotive force.
So, achieving > 10 % hot electron conversion and < 100 keV hot electron temperature without
enhancing laser intensity is important.

4.2

Introduction for two color laser plasma interaction

A plasma holds waves composed of oscillating charges (electrons and ions), i.e., density fluctuations in the plasma. Both low-frequency ion wave and high-frequency electron plasma wave
are excited by the ponderomotive force of a high-intensity laser. There could be a positive feedback loop in a certain condition among electromagnetic (EM) waves, electron plasma waves
ans ion waves in plasma; therefore, a high-intensity laser rapidly decays into other waves. This
phenomenon is referred to as laser-plasma parametric instability (LPPI). A non-thermal hot
electrons are generated mainly by the electron heating due to plasma waves when using nonrelativistic intensity laser.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is one of LPPIs that transfers large amplitude laser EM
waves into scattered EM waves plus electron plasma waves. Two-plasmon decay (TPD) is
another LPPI, in which the laser EM waves decay into two electron plasma waves. Background
thermal electrons then are heated by damping of electron plasma waves in both collisional
and collisionless manners, and some of them become non-thermal hot electrons. A plasma
wave transmits its energy to electrons, of which the velocities are close to the phase velocity of
that plasma wave. Both SRS and TPD occur in a region where the density is below a quarter
critical density [(1/4)ncr ] for the incident laser. Here, the critical density is given as ncr =
(2π)2 c2 me ε0 /e2 λL2 , where c, me , ε0 , e, and λL are the speed of light, electron mass, dielectric
constant, electric charge, and laser wavelength, respectively.
Many studies have been conducted on LPPIs [37, 10, 26, 30, 38, 23, 54, 44, 1, 2, 57,
56]. Several techniques have been developed to reduce the growth of LPPIs [9, 28, 11]. In
particular, the LPPIs inflate the laser energy required to achieve nuclear fusion ignition in the
inertial confinement fusion because the hot electrons cause preheating and degrading of the fuel
compression, moreover, LPPIs increase the reflection rates of the incident lasers. On the other
hand, hot electrons can be positively utilized in some applications, such as strong magnetic field
generation using a laser-driven capacitor-coil [14, 6, 7, 12, 51], and shock pressure enhancement
with intense spike laser [50, 32, 33].
According to theoretical studies [12, 51], the temperature of hot electrons is an important
parameter to determine strength of the magnetic field generated with the laser-driven capacitorcoil scheme. Producing of hotter electrons with a large amount is a key to generate a stronger
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magnetic field with this scheme. In addition, hot electrons can deposit their kinetic energy
directly in an over-solid-density region, while a laser can deposit their energy only in a laserplasma interaction region where the density is less than the critical density. Pressure, which is
equal to energy density of matter, can be boosted by heating a dense plasma with adequate hot
electrons, of which mean free path is shorter than the plasma thickness. A numerical simulation
of the shock ignition scheme revealed a 50% enhancement of the shock pressure by hot electrons
produced by LPPIs at the timing of spike laser irradiation [50].

4.3

Theory on laser plasma parametric instability

A laser plasma parametric instability(LPPI) is expressed as a resonance among waves exist in
plasma. A plasma have a plasma frequency ωp which is a eigen-frequency of the plasma. When
some oscillator enters to the plasma, its behavior is determined by the plasma frequency. For
example, when a electro-magnetic(EM) wave enters to the plasma, its wave vector is changed
inside the plasma. That is determined by the dispersion relation as shows below.
ω02 = ωp2 + c2 k2

(4.1)

Here, ω0 , ωp , c ,k is the EM wave frequency, plasma frequency, speed of light, and the wave
vector of EM wave, respectively. From this relation, one can understand that the EM wave
frequency should be lower than the plasma frequency. When ω0 < ωp case, the wave vector k
is to be imaginary number, which means the wave do not oscillate, but only decays with decay
factor of skin depth. When ω0 = ωp , the wave vector k = 0, which means that the wave cannot
propagate anymore. At this point, the energy of EM wave efficiently transfers to the plasma.
This is representative resonance phenomena between the EM wave and the plasma.
This situation can be simplified as a sinusoidally forced oscillator as shows in Fig. 4.1. The
equation of the oscillator motion is expressed as below.
dx2
+ ω 2 x = cos ωot
2
dt

(4.2)

Here ω and ω0 is the oscillator frequency(plasma frequency) and the driver frequency (EM wave
frequency), respectively. Computational calculation results shows in the graph of Fig 4.1. When
ω/ω0 = 1 case, the amplitude of the oscillator distance increase but the other cases it was not
amplified. Which mean when ω = ω0 case, the driver energy efficiently transfer to the oscillator
energy. This is two-wave resonance. In laser plasma interaction, the resonance excitation of
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plasma wave is the typical example of two-wave resonance. The resonance condition in this
case strictly localized when ω/ω0 is equal to 1, in the laser plasma interaction. The plasma
have a temperature, the matching condition become loose due to the plasma temperature. The
plasma wave frequency then modified to ωek by thermal effect as follows.
2
ωek
= ωp2 + 3v2p kp2

(4.3)

where vp , kp is plasma velocity and the plasma wave vector, respectively. Due to the plasma have
a velocity distribution(Maxwellian or non-Maxwellian), the resonance condition also loosen by
the thermal effect.
cos(ω0t) : external force
cos(ω0t) (external force)
(EM wave)

x

Oscillator
(plasma)
Oscillator

ω : plasma frequency
ω0 : driver frequency

1012

F IGURE 4.1: Correlation between Cu-Kα and electron temperature calculated
by PHITS. (a) Electron temperature dependence of Cu-Kα photon flux measured
from the front side and rear side detectors. (b) Calculated Cu-Kα photon ratio for
different electron temperatures. The ratio is defined as the rear-measured photon
flux divided by the front-measured photon flux.
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The three wave interaction will be discussed below. The resonance is exist not only twowave resonance, but also three- or four- or more resonance. However the resonance condition will be more complicated than two-wave resonance. This condition is simplified as twoconnected oscillator with driver oscillator, shows in Fig. ??
The most biggest difference with two-wave resonance is the exist of threshold. In the twowave resonance, there is no amplitude threshold requirement on resonance but only the matching condition determine the resonance condition. In the three-wave resonance case, however,
there exist an amplitude threshold to the driver. This is because the two waves excited by the
driver wave, interacts each other which results in smoothing themselves. The driver amplitude
should be higher than this smoothing effect. This three wave resonance equation is shown as
below.
dx12
+ ω12 x1 = c1 x2 E0 cos ω0t
(4.4)
dt 2
dx22
+ ω22 x2 = c2 x1 E0 cos ω0t
dt 2

4.3.1

(4.5)

Stimulated raman scattering : SRS

A Raman scattering is a decay of laser wave into a plasma wave and a scattered EM wave. The
positive feedback loop exist in the Raman scattering process due to the wave beating between
laser wave and the scattered EM wave. A counter propagating EM wave generate a beat wave.
The beat wave have large amplitude and spatial gradient so that the electron waves are exited by
the beat wave. The compressional electron waves have same frequency with the plasma wave
generated by Raman scattering. So the Raman scattering process become faster and faster. The
Raman scattering rate grows exponentially with time, thus we call this phenomena ’instability’.
And this phenomena is called as stimulated Raman scattering(SRS).
The dispersion relation of first order SRS can be expressed as below. Detailed derivation
process is not showed here, and find from the ref [24].

ω

2

− ω p2



ω p2 k2 v2os
1
1
+
=
4
D(ω − ω0 , k − k0 ) D(ω + ω0 , k + k0 )
D(ω, k) = ω 2 − k2 c2 − ω p2

(4.6)

(4.7)

Here, D determines the resonance condition of SRS. The first order resonance case, whose
the laser wave decays into the one plasma wave and the one scattered EM wave, ω and k will
be ω = ω p + ωs and k = k p + ks .
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When the laser wave decays into two plasma wave and one scattered EM wave, that is the
second order SRS resonance which occurs below 1/16 critical density region. The matching
condition of that situation can be expressed as the following.
ω = ω p + ω p + ωs

(4.8)

k = k p + k p + ks

(4.9)

Due to the difference of ωs between the first and the second order resonance SRS, ω p and
k p is differ.
For example, here we think at 0.05 nc of 527 nm laser having ωL2 = 2ωL1 and ωL1 is
the frequency of 1053 nm laser. The plasma frequency ω pe at 0.05 nc of 527 nm laser is =
0.45 ωL1 . Firstly, we think the first order SRS, and from the matching condition, ωs = 1.55
ωL1 and dispersion relation of EM wave in a plasma leads ks = 1.48kL1 . The the plasma
wave have ω p = 0.45ωL1 and k p = 3.43kL1 for back scattering (SRBS) and ω p = 0.45ωL1 and
k p = 0.465kL1 for forward scattering (SRFS) case. If we consider the Landau damping condition
k p λD <0.35 in the 1 keV temperature plasma, k p should be less than 1.88kL1 . Thus the first order
SRBS at 0.05 nc can not grow due to Landau damping. The phase velocity of 1st-order SRFS
is 0.967 c.
With same process, the scattered EM wave due to the second order SRS have ωs = 1.1ωL1
and ks = 1.0kL1 . The plasma waves then have ω p = 0.45ωL1 and k p = 0.974ωL1 for forward
scattering case and ω p = 0.45ωL1 and k p = 0.474ωL1 for forward scattering case. Those can
grow much larger because of smaller Landau damping effect compare to the first order SRS
generated plasma wave case. The phase velocity of 2nd-order SRBS is 0.46 c and that of 2ndorder SRFS is 0.95 c. This situation can be found in simulation.
Here the one dimensional(1D) particle in cell(PIC) simulation was done.
Instability threshold of SRS
The threshold intensity is determined by the plasma density gradient and temperature. In inhomogeneous plasma, SRS can grow resonantly in the limited region. A wave energy propagates
to a non-resonant region. So the growth of the SRS should be faster than the out flowing of
the wave. Due to the wave vector is the function of position, κ = k1 (z) − k2 (z) − k3 (z) can be
defined. If κ = 0, the waves are resonantly couple or this point a mismatch developes. It can be
estimated that the size of the interaction region
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Langmuir decay instability : LDI
When the amplitude of the plasma wave is big enough to affect the ion motion, the plasma
wave start to decay into a back scattered plasma wave and an ion acoustic wave. According to
the dispersion relation, the frequency of ion acoustic wave is much smaller than that of plasma
wave. Thus the back scattered plasma wave have almost same frequency with the initial plasma
wave, and have almost same wave vector. This is why the hot electrons are generated with same
amount to the direction of back and forth. Also, due to LDI, the instability saturated. Due to
the initial plasma wave decays into the plasma wave having completely different characteristics
with the initial plasma wave, the matching condition breaks. Thus the instability saturated.
Preliminary researches suggests that the saturation occur almost within 10 ps with laser intensity
larger than 1014 W/cm2 . In the case of an interaction between nano-second laser and plasma, it
can be said that laser plasma instabilities are all saturated.

4.3.2

Plasma heating

Collisional damping
Electron-ion collisions make plasma wave damping. Due to the plasma wave is the compressional wave, having collective electrons motion. While the collision make the electron motion
randomly with the rate of electron-ion collisions. The collisional damping rate νc is
νc =

2
ω pe
νei
ω p2

(4.10)

where νei is the electron ion collision rate. The collisional damping effect may affect to the
growth of the plasma wave at high dense region, while the conditions in ICF, the collisional
effect is not major cause affecting to the LPPI.
Landau damping
A plasma wave can be damped even without the particle collisions due to the Landau damping.
The Landau damping is the collisionless plasma wave damping phenomena. Most of the background electrons are not resonantly interact with plasma waves because plasma waves typically
have much faster phase velocity than the electron thermal velocity. A small amount of particles
resonantly interact with plasma waves having velocity close to the plasma wave phase velocity.
Then the wave energy resonantly transmit to the electrons. The damping rate can be expressed
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as below.

2
γ
π ω pe
∂f
=
2
ωp
2 kp ∂ v



ω
kp


(4.11)

where f is the plasma distribution function, ω p is the plasma wave frequency and ω pe is the
plasma frequency. Note that γ depends on the slope of distribution function at phase velocity.
If we consider a Maxwellian distribution with thermal velocity vth ,
!
r
2 ω
ω p2
γ
π ω pe
p
=−
exp − 2 2
3
ωp
8 k p 3 vth
2k p vth

(4.12)

The Landau damping become effective when the growth factor 2π is comparable to the damping
2 ). From this, we can get the relation ω 2 /k2 <12.4v2 . The dispersion relation
factor −ω p2 /(2k2p vth
p p
th
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 . Using the Debye
of plasma wave ω p = ω pe +3k p vth lead the previous relation to ω pe /k p <9.4vth
length λD = vth /ω pe , it can be finalized that the Landau damping is sizable when k p λD >0.3.
Only the plasma wave having wave vector satisfying k p λD <0.3 can grow effectively.
Non-relativistic zero temprature wave-breaking
A plasma wave, which is the compressional wave of electrons, is supported by the coherent
motion of electrons. Electrons transmit the information of wave phase via collisions between
neighbor electrons. When a potential depths of plasma waves become larger than so-called
wave-breaking value, coherent motion of electrons dissipate. The most heuristic physical images of wave-breaking can be derived by comparing the electron velocity accelerated by the
−1
electric field of plasma wave ve = eEm−1
e ωp and the phase velocity of the plasma wave vφ . If
the electron velocity is faster than the phase velocity of the plasm wave, the wave no more can
be supported by electrons, then the plasma wave-breaking occur.
The maximum electric field Emax , is then expressed as:
Emax =

me ωp vφ
.
e

(4.13)

Thermal effect and relativistic effect should be considered. Thermal effect reduce the maximum
potential depth for two reasons : effect of diffusion by plasma pressure, thermal velocity of
electrons enables them to be trapped at a lower potential depth than if they were initially at rest.
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non-relativistic finite temperature wave-breaking
To derive the wave-breaking amplitude under finite temperature, a fluid model is used. Here it
begin from the Vlasov equation and Maxwell equations.


∂
∂
eE ∂
+v −
∂t
∂x m ∂v


f =0

∂E
− 4πenv = 0
∂t

(4.14)
(4.15)

∂E
− 4πe(n − n0 ) = 0
(4.16)
∂x
Then the momentum integrations of Vlasov equation leads to fluid equations. From mass conservation,
∂
∂
n + nv = 0
(4.17)
∂t
∂x
And the momentum conservation,
∂
∂  2 p
E
nv +
nv +
= −en
∂t
∂x
m
m
Due to the adiabatic pressure p is

p
= constant
n3
p
p0
= 3
3
n
n0
p=

n3
p0
n30

(4.18)

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

Due to the initial pressure p0 = n0 kB T0 , we find
p=

n3
kB T0
n20

(4.22)

From the Eq. 4.17, Eq. 4.18 can be reduced to Euler equation
∂
∂
eE
1 ∂
v+v v = − −
p
∂t
∂x
m mn ∂ x

(4.23)

It is assumed that the solution is wave-like, where the fluid quantities are functions of the
single variable Ψ = t − (x/vφ ). From this, the partial different ∂ /∂t = ∂ /∂ Ψ and ∂ /∂ x =
−v−1
φ ∂ /∂ Ψ. Then Eq. 4.23, 4.15, 4.16, the Euler, Ampere, and Gauss equation, respectively
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can be expressed as the following, using the plasma temperature kB T0 = (mv20 /3).


v
∂
eE 1 v2 1 ∂ 2
1−
v=− + 0 2
n
vφ ∂ Ψ
m 2 vφ n0 ∂ Ψ

(4.24)

∂E
− 4πenv = 0
∂Ψ

(4.25)

−

1 ∂E
+ 4πe(n − n0 ) = 0
vφ ∂ Ψ

(4.26)

Therefore, by combining these three equations Eq. 4.24, 4.25, 4.26,


v20 n2
v2
eE
∂
v−
−
=
−
∂Ψ
2vφ 2vφ n20
m

(4.27)

The relation between v and n can be obtained from Eq. 4.25 and 4.26, and expressed as,
n=

n0
.
1 − v/vφ

(4.28)

By substituting Eq. 4.28 into Eq. 4.27, and defining x = v/vφ ,
∂
∂Ψ

x2 1 v2
1
x − − 20
2 2 vφ (1 − β )2

!
=−

eE
mvφ

(4.29)

Differentiating Eq. 4.29 and substituting Ampere’s law Eq. 4.15,
∂2
∂ Ψ2

x2 1 v2
1
x − − 20
2 2 vφ (1 − c)2

!
= −ω p2

x
.
1−x

(4.30)

This can be integrated by multiplying through by Eq. 4.29 and resulting in



1
1 ∂ 2
∂ x2
1
1
2 1
−
.
E =
− v0
2 ∂Ψ
3 (1 − x)3 2 (1 − x)2
∂Ψ 2

(4.31)

Here, E = eE/mvφ ω p , v0 = v0 /vφ and Ψ = ω p Ψ.
Finally, the non-relativistic finite-temperature wave-breaking limit is expressed as the following.


me vφ ωp
8 1/4
1
1/2
Emax =
1 − β + 2β − β
(4.32)
e
3
3
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where β = 3kB Te /me v2φ and kB and Te are the Boltzmann constant and plasma electron temperature, respectively.
Relativistic finite-temperature wave-breaking
Finally, the relativistic finite-temperature wave-breaking limit is expressed as the following.
1/2

1/2
, (relativistic)
Emax = me vφ ωp e−1 β −1/4 ln2γφ β 1/4

(4.33)

where β = 3kB Te /me v2φ , γφ = (1 − (vφ /c)2 )−0.5 and kB and Te are the Boltzmann constant and
plasma electron temperature, respectively.
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Two-color laser plasma interaction experiment
(a) target layout

(b) beam bundle
X-direction
E02

F10

Y

E07

X

E08

F04

G05

E01

G11

G06

G12

F03

F09

(c) polarization of each beams

F IGURE 4.2: (a)Schematic diagram of experimental setup. Cu is used as a tracer
to convert hot electrons to Cu-Kα photons. The plastic coating prevents direct
interaction between the lasers and Cu. The hot electrons are characterized using
Cu-Kα spectra measured from the laser-irradiation side (front side) and rear side.
(b) The placement of beam bundle. In this research, Beam 2,5,7 was used as 1053
nm wavelength, and the beam 4, 8, 9,12 were used as 527 nm wavelength. (c) The
polarization information of each beams. The beam set of [2] for 1053 nm and [8,
9] for 527 nm is selected to be the crossing angle of polartization is 87 ◦ , and the
[7] for 1053 nm and [8,9] for 527 nm is that to be 37 ◦ and [5] for 1053 nm and
[4, 12] for 527 nm is that to be 1 ◦ .

We have developed a scheme to efficiently produce hot electrons using two-color lasers,
primary (λL1 = 527 nm) and secondary (λL2 = 1053 nm) lasers. The experiment was performed
on the GEKKO-HIPER system at the Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University. HIPER
system is consisted of 12 laser beams irradiated from the single direction. with F/15 lenses.
The wavelength of each laser can be changed independently between λ1 = 527 nm and λ2 =
1053 nm (351 nm is available). All lasers have a temporal pulse shape that consists of 0.9 ns
of full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian function in the rising edge and 1.45 ns
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of FWHM of a Gaussian function in the falling edge. The intensity of the primary laser was
fixed at IL1 = 9.0 × 1014 W/cm2 . The intensity of the secondary laser was varied from IL2 =
1.5 × 1012 W/cm2 to IL2 = 7.0 × 1014 W/cm2 . The focal spot diameter of both the primary and
secondary lasers was fixed to 200 µm. The crossing angle Θcross between polarizations of the
primary and secondary lasers was also changed among 87◦ , 37◦ and 1◦ . Fig. 4.2 (b) show the
beam position and its polarizations. In this experiment, two 527 nm laser beams having almost
same polarization angle, was used because of the intensity threshold of SRS. The intensity
threshold of SRS of 527 nm is 4.0 × 1015 W/cm2 and 4.0 × 1015 W/cm2 laser intensity is the
maximum intensity for one 527 nm laser beam. The beam lens position of each beams is shown
in Table 4.1
TABLE 4.1: The absolute position of beam lenses

Beam
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

X
Y
Z
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
4974.615 -435.778 -501.998
4974.615 -216.851 628.392
4974.615 652.628 -126.398
4974.615
0.0
251.837
4974.615 -218.097 -125.918
4974.615 218.097 -125.918
4974.615 -652.628 -126.398
4974.615 216.851 628.392
4974.615 435.778 -501.998
4974.615 -435.778 251.597
4974.615 435.778 251.597
4974.615
0.0
- 501.998

Fig. 4.2 shows the schematic diagram of experimental setup. A 100 µm thick Cu plate
coated with a 6 µm thick parylene plastic was irradiated with the lasers. The plastic layer
prevents the Cu plate from direct heating by the lasers. The lasers interact with the plastic layer
and the Cu plate is a tracer to detect hot electrons traveling through the plastic layer and coming
in the Cu plate as emission of Cu-Kα photons. The Cu tracer layer has sensitivity only to hot
electrons whose kinetic energies are larger than the K-shell ionization energy (8.94 keV) of a
neutral Cu atom.
The temperature, number, and spray angle of hot electrons were evaluated from comparisons between absolute Cu-Kα spectra and computations with the PHITS code [41], which is a
three-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulation code used to treat radiation and particle transport in
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matter. Cu-Kα spectra were measured with two calibrated X-ray spectrometers located at both
the laser-irradiated front-side and the opposite rear-side. The X-ray spectrometer utilized highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) as X-ray dispersion optics. The uncertainty of calibration
was ±16%, which is caused by the non-uniformity of the integral reflectivity of the HOPG over
its full surface. X-ray spectra observed from the front and rear sides were different due to differences of the X-ray attenuation length from the Cu-Kα emission region to the spectrometers,
and the Cu-Kα emission sizes between the front and rear sides, as described in the following
section.

4.5

Experimental results

Hot electron characteristics measurement
The electrons generated at the front side travel through the tracer layer with spatial spread
because of the hot electron divergence with half-spray angle θspray and spread by collisions
between hot electrons and bulk electrons in the tracer layer. Therefore, the electron spray angle
θspray can be modeled from a convolution of the Cu-Kα emission profiles at the front and rear
sides as Eq. (1). These profiles are assumed to be Gaussian functions. Under this assumption,
the FWHM of the Cu-Kα emission spot at the rear side (Drear ) is the square sum of the FWHM
at the front side (Dfront ), The FWHMs of the point spread functions are caused by the spray
angle [2d tan(θspray )], and the collisional spread (Dcol ), which is expressed as:
D2rear = D2front + (2d tan(θspray ))2 + D2col ,

(4.34)

where θspray and d are the half-spray angle of hot electrons and the thickness of the Cu layer,
respectively. PHITS computation gave Dcol = 130 µm under the experimental conditions.
Those spot diameters can be calculated from Cu-Kα line widths observed from the front and
rear sides because the spectral line width ∆hνsource , is broadened by the X-ray source size and
is given as:
D · hν cos θB
,
(4.35)
∆hνsource =
l tan θB
where hν, D, l, θB are the photon energy, the X-ray source diameter, the distance between the
source and the detector, and the Bragg angle, respectively.
The spectral resolution of the X-ray spectrometer is determined mainly by the thickness of
the HOPG. A HOPG thickness of 1 mm corresponds to 15 eV of the spectral resolution; which is
the FWHM according to the relation between HOPG thickness and the line broadening function
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given in Ref. [58]. The measured Cu-Kα line widths were wider than the spectral resolution.
Possible spectral line broadening effects were taken into account to reproduce the measured
spectral width, such as natural broadening, opacity broadening, Zeeman broadening, Doppler
broadening, Stark broadening and source size broadening.
The least-square method for two-variable was adapted to find appropriate combination of
∆hνStark and ∆hνsource to reproduce the observed Cu-Kα spectra because complicated calculations are required for accurate estimation of the Stark broadening for the Cu-Kα line emitted
from a high-energy-density solid Cu layer. A Lorentzian function was used as the function for
the line broadening caused by the Stark effect because collisional Stark broadening can be dominant in this experiment. A Gaussian function was used as the function for the line broadening
caused by the source size. A Cu-Kα spectral profile was simulated as a convolution of the original X-ray spectrum, the spectral resolution function, the Lorentzian Stark broadening function,
and the Gaussian source size broadening function. The square sums of the differences between
the measured and calculated spectral intensities at each photon energy point were calculated
with changing ∆hνStark and ∆hνsource . Fig. ?? shows (a) the front and (b) the rear side measured
Cu-Kα spectrum. The X-ray intensity is normalized for comparing shapes of spectrums.

F IGURE 4.3: The Cu-Kα spectrum measured from the front side (a) and the rear
side (b). The red dashed line shows the broadened impulse signal of Cu-Kα spectrum without source size broadening. The spectrum of blue solid line contains
the source size broadening and reproduce the experimental data well. A Cu-Kα1
(8.048 keV) and Kα2 (8.028 keV) can be distinguishable in the front side measured
spectrum while the rear side measured spectrum shows only one broad spectrum.

For example, ∆hνStark and ∆hνsource were estimated to be 4±2 eV and 14±2 eV at shot ID
40899, respectively. The 14±2 eV FWHM of the source size broadening corresponds to the
211±30 µm of the Cu-Kα source diameter. The spray angles were finally evaluated with the
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estimated Cu-Kα emission diameters at the front and rear sides using the procedure described
above. The estimated spray angles are listed in Table ??.
The temperature of hot electrons was estimated from the ratio between the Cu-Kα intensities
measured from the front and rear sides. The energy distribution of hot electrons was assumed to
be a single temperature Boltzmann function as f (E) = (Nhot /Thot ) · exp(−E/Thot ), where Nhot
and Thot are the number and temperature of the hot electrons, respectively. The Cu-Kα intensity
ratios were computed with the PHITS code for the Cu tracer layer and hot electrons having
Dfront , θspray and Thot .
× 10−7

F IGURE 4.4: Correlation between Cu-Kα and electron temperature calculated
by PHITS. (a) Electron temperature dependence of Cu-Kα photon flux measured
from the front side and rear side detectors. (b) Calculated Cu-Kα photon ratio for
different electron temperatures. The ratio is defined as the rear-measured photon
flux divided by the front-measured photon flux.

Fig. 4.4 (a) shows the computed dependence of the Cu-Kα photon yields per hot electron in
units of photons/cm2 /electron, which were measured from the front (triangle marks) and rear
(square marks) sides on the electron temperature. Fig. 4.4 (b) shows the computed dependence
of the Cu-Kα ratio on the electron temperature. The front-side Cu-Kα photon yield was almost
saturated for Thot > 250 keV because the K-shell ionization cross-section peaks around 24 keV
and decreases until 1 MeV, while the rear-side Cu-Kα photon yield increases continuously, even
for Thot > 250 keV. The temperature of hot electrons was determined uniquely from the yield
ratio shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). The absolute number of hot electrons (Nhot ) was calculated from the
absolute Cu-Kα photon yields measured from both the front and rear sides with the computed
dependence show in Fig. 4.4 (a). The conversion efficiency ηhot , is defined as the ratio between
the total kinetic energy of the hot electrons and the incident laser energy.
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The final experimental results are listed in Table. 4.2. The listed errors are evaluated from
the uncertainty of Cu-Kα photon yields. Identifying the exact area of the HOPG where the
X-ray diffracted is practically difficult. We used the uncertainty of ±16% caused by the nonuniformity of the integral reflectivity of the HOPG over its full surface as the error of Cu-Kα
photon yield. The alignment between target and HOPG was not changed during all measurements. The detected Cu-Kα photons were always reflected from the same area in the HOPG.
It is important to refer here that the listed errors of data are a certain value within the error,
keeping relations between other values.
Backscattered visible light spectroscopy
A near-backscattered visible light spectrum was measured for understanding the origin of high
energy electron generation. The spectroscopy system was set to the 3 ◦ tilted side of incident
laser axis. To avoid the scattered light from the experimental environment, an imaging system
was used. The target image is imaged on the slit of the spectrometer. The Raman scattered
light is the direct proof of the SRS. However, it was not applicable in our experiment. That
is because the Raman scattered light of 527 nm laser is covered by the strong reflected light
of 1053 nm. The photon energy of Thomson scattered probe laser is shifted by the interaction
between plasma waves as shown in Fig. ??. As a probe laser, 527 nm laser was used. That is
because, 527 nm laser was the main laser beam and its laser intensity did not changed for all
experiment.
The measured near-backscattered is shown in Fig. 4.5. Near 351 nm, there is a strong signal
which means the existence of the absolute SRS of 527 nm laser. The case of 526 nm laser only
and 1053 nm + 526 nm laser have same intensity of 351 nm signal which means that two wave
mixing does not affect to the SRS of 526 nm laser. While 421 nm signal is significantly changed.
421 nm signal means the existence of SRS of 1053 nm laser or plasma waves generated near the
quarter critical density of 1053 nm laser. Other signals are not backscattered signal but noises.
From the backscattered light spectroscopy, it can be understood that the laser plasma instability
occurs in this experiment, and the increase of electron temperature and conversion efficiency
might be related to the increase of 421 nm wavelength signal.

4.6

Discussion

From now, discussions will be done using data of Θcross = 87◦ . Irradiation of two-color lasers
significantly increases Thot and ηhot as shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). The maximum electron temperature
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F IGURE 4.5: Spectrum of backscattered 527 nm laser light by the plasma wave.

of Thot = 273±80 keV (shot ID 40883) obtained with two-color laser irradiation was higher than
that obtained with single color laser irradiation: Thot = 57±4 keV with the 527 nm laser (shot ID
40899) and Thot = 51±4 keV with the 1053 nm laser (shot ID 40897). The energy conversion
efficiency ηhot = 12.5 ± 2.0 % (shot ID 40883) obtained with two-color laser irradiation was
higher than the sum of those obtained with single color laser irradiation: ηhot = 4.5±0.5% with
the 527 nm laser (shot ID 40899) and ηhot = 0.5±0.1% with the 1053 nm laser (shot ID 40897).
This result infers the staged heating mechanism [54, 57]. ’Staged’ means a ’handover’ of
electrons from a slower phase velocity plasma wave to a higher phase velocity plasma wave. A
large amplitude electron plasma wave traps electrons, of which the velocities are close to the
wave phase velocity vφ , in the electric potential valley. The trapped electrons move oscillatory
within the potential valley of the electron plasma wave. The electron plasma wave is damped
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TABLE 4.2: Summary of experimental results

Shot ID
#40899
#40897
#40888
#40887
#40884
#40883
#40899
#40891
#40874
#40872
#40873
#40889
#40885
#40876

Θcross
IL1 (527 nm)
[degree]
[W/cm2 ]
8.57×1014
N/A
87
8.53×1014
8.52×1014
9.11×1014
9.35×1014
8.07×1014
37
N/A
9.45×1014
8.53×1014
N/A
1
8.64×1014
8.03×1014
9.04×1014

IL2 (1053 nm)
[W/cm2 ]
N/A
6.27×1014
1.50×1012
9.79×1012
8.47×1013
6.93×1014
N/A
6.10×1014
8.35×1014
N/A
5.78×1014
6.93×1012
6.90×1013
7.25×1014

Thot
ηhot
[keV]
[%]
57±4
4.5±0.5
51±4
0.5±0.1
172±25 3.2±0.4
139±17 1.6±0.2
239±58 3.8±0.4
273±80 12.5±2.0
57±4
4.5±0.5
41±4
1.9±0.2
150±21 13.1±2.1
39±7
2.2±0.2
24±5
0.4±0.1
22±5
0.2±0.1
28±6
1.1±0.1
89±8
3.0±0.2

θspray
[degree]
41±5
41 ± 5
47 ± 5
45 ± 5
54 ± 6
60 ± 7
41 ± 5
41 ± 5
61 ± 7
41 ± 5
41 ± 5
42 ± 5
45 ± 5
49 ± 6

by transferring its energy to the trapped electrons.
The electron velocity must be within the range of vφ ± ∆vtr to be trapped by the potential
valley moving with vφ , where ∆vtr is the trapping velocity relative to vφ . The trapping condition
is satisfied when the kinetic energy of a trapped electron is below the depth of the potential well;
p
therefore, the maximum trapping velocity is given as ∆vtr = 2 eΦmax /me , where Φmax is half
of the potential well depth.
To calculate electron trapping energy range of a plasma wave, it is necessary to evaluate the
amplitude of plasma wave. In the case of γφ  1, the relativistic form of maximum electric
field was used, otherwise, non-relativistic form was used. E = −∇Φ can be approximated as
Φmax = Emax /kp for a sinusoidal plasma wave, where the wave number is kp . Notice that Φmax
is determined by characteristics of plasma wave like kp , ωp and vφ .
The characteristics of the plasma wave is determined by the plasma electron density and
wave matching conditions. The plasma electron density ne = 0.06 ncr1 is assumed in this discussion, where ncr1 is the critical density for the primary laser (λL1 = 527 nm). The convective SRS has the peak gain coefficient near 0.06 ncr1 [43] with the electron temperature Te =
0.86 keV. The electron temperature was computed using two-dimensional radiative hydrodynamic simulation code FLASH [13]. Due to the twice longer wavelength of the secondary
laser, the density 0.06 ncr1 corresponds to 0.24 ncr2 , which is near the quarter critical density
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F IGURE 4.6: (left) Hot electron temperature versus 1053 nm laser intensity.
(right) Hot electron conversion efficiency versus 1053 nm laser intensity.

of the secondary laser, absolute SRS of secondary laser (λL2 = 1053 nm) exists. Considering one-dimensional LPPIs, electron plasma waves are generated by stimulated Raman back
scattering (SRBS) and stimulated Raman forward scattering (SRFS). The lengths of the plasma
wave vector caused by SRBS and that caused by SRFS have different values due to the wave frequency matching condition(ωL = ωs + ωp ) and wave vector matching condition(kL = ks + kp ).
Here ω and k are angular frequency and wave vector of plasma wave, subscripts of L, s, p
indicates laser EM wave, scattered EM wave and plasma wave, respectively. Then, the minimum and maximum trappable electron energy can be evaluated: εmin = (1/2)me (vφ − vtr )2 and
εmax = (1/2)me (vφ + vtr )2 .
Fig. 4.7 shows the energy ranges of trappable electrons in electron plasma waves caused by
SRBS or SRFS excited by the 527 nm or 1053 nm laser. There is a large energy gap between the
trappable energy ranges of SRBS and that of SRFS for the 527 nm laser. The electron kinetic
energy in order to be trapped in electron plasma wave caused by SRFS of 527 nm is 680 keV.
Since electron plasma wave caused by SRBS of 527 nm can only heat electrons less than 65 keV,
staged heating cannot occur with only the primary 527 nm laser. Electron plasma waves excited
by the secondary 1053 nm laser hand over electrons firstly heated by the wave caused by SRBS
of the 527 nm laser to the wave caused by SRFS of the 527 nm laser. Thus, the enhancement of
Thot and ηhot using two-color laser irradiation can thus be explained qualitatively.
The electron temperature was unexpectedly increased, even with a relatively weak secondary 1053 nm laser with an intensity of 1.5 × 1012 W/cm2 (shot ID 40888). This intensity
is clearly lower than the intensity threshold of SRS or TPD. The intensity threshold of TPD
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F IGURE 4.7: Kinetic energy ranges of trappable electrons in electron plasma
waves caused by SRFS or SRBS excited by 527 nm and 1053 nm lasers. For the
kinetic energy exceeding the rest energy of electron(511 keV), relativistic calculation was done.
−1
13
2
with the 1053 nm laser is ITPD = 8.2Te L−1
µm λµm = 7.7 × 10 W/cm [1]. The intensity thresh−4/3 −2/3

old of SRS with the 1053 nm laser is ISRS = 99.5Lµm λµm = 2.4 × 1014 W/cm2 [24, 2].
Here, Lµm , Te , and λµm are the plasma scale length in micrometers, the electron temperature in
electronvolts, and the laser wavelength in micrometers. Lµm = 90 µm and Te = 860 eV were
computed with the FLASH code. A significant reduction of the intensity threshold of LPPI may
occur due to plasma wave sharing in the two-laser overlapped region.
Above discussion is more valid when the polarization crossing angle Θcross is closer to 90 ◦ .
In experiment, Thot and ηhot are higher for Θcross = 87◦ than those for 1◦ . When the polarization
crossing angle is close to 90◦ , two-color lasers do not interfere. Two-color lasers individually
interact with plasmas and generate plasma waves by increasing the plasma density perturbation
each other. When two-color lasers interfere, complex interference pattern emerges near ncr2
region. This interference pattern may smear out the plasma density perturbation generated
near ncr2 region. This should be verified using a large scale three-dimensional particle-in-cell
simulation.
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Conclusion

In summary, experiments on the hot electrons generation using two-color laser irradiation were
conducted with various experimental condition. The enhancements of the hot electron temperature and conversion efficiency were observed with the irradiation of 527 nm and 1053 nm
lasers. Staged heating mechanism qualitatively explains the enhancements of the hot electron
temperature and conversion efficiency. The co-existence of plasma waves caused by SRBS and
SRFS of 527 nm and 1053 nm lasers at ne = 0.06 ncr1 induce staged heating by sharing trappable
electron energy ranges among plasma waves. One-dimensional analysis have been done in this
article, while multi-dimensional correction should be considered. Experimentally measured
hot electron half-spray angles with values of 40 ◦ to 60 ◦ suggest the existence of stimulated
Raman side scattering and/or TPD. Stimulated Raman side scattering and TPD generate electron plasma waves having transverse phase velocity components which results in divergence of
hot electrons. Finally, we emphasize that the two-color laser irradiation is a novel approach
for efficient production of hot electrons and opens a new frontier of laser plasma interaction
research.
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High energy density plasma generation
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The fast isochoric heating experiment was performed using nano-second laser pulse Gekko-XII
and pico-second laser pulse LFEX. A cone attached solid fuel was compressed by the GekkoXII. Near the maximum compression timing, the LFEX laser is irradiated on the target from the
Au cone side. A relativistic electrons(REBs) are generated by the interactions between LFEX
laser and pre-plasma. The REBs transmit their energy to the compressed core plasma through
collisional manners. For an efficient HED plasma generation, the heating process should be
understood. In this section, a process of HED formation observation will be introduced. From
the experimental results, a conditions for generating further HED plasma will be presented.
For increasing the compression rate, we are using solid fuel consisted of low-Z materials
like plastic(CH). A heated plasma have typically have a temperature of few keV. In such temperature, almost of ions are fully ionized. Fully ionized plasma can not generate a spectral
X-ray lines, but a bremsstrahlung X-rays. Then it is difficult to evaluate the plasma properties.
For exploring the properties of heated plasma, solid fuels containing 1 atomic wt% Cu ions
were used. A He-like Cu emits X-ray spectral lines having energies 8.2 to 8.4 keV. A H-like Cu
emits X-ray spectral lines having energies 8.5 to 8.7 keV. From the relation between maximum
photon energy Emax and the plasma temperature Te , for blackbody radiation Emax = 2.822Te ,
those X-rays have the maximum intensity when the plasma temperature is 2 to 3 keV.
A plasma temperature of compressed solid fuel is around 100 eV, a Kα emission imaging is
a powerful tool for visualizing the energy deposition of REBs to the core. A Kα emission is due
to the collision between REB and K-shell Cu, we can estimate the number of REBs because
K-shell electron cross-section is well-known parameter by accumlumation of many studies,
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Fast isochoric heating experiment W/O B-field
Density measurement
(a)

(b)
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@ +340 ps

@ +340 ps
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@ +720 ps

F IGURE 5.1

Firstly the density profiles were measured by flash Cu-Kα X-ray backlighting. The experimentally measured density profiles were compared with the 2D radiation hydrodynamic
simulation results. Despite the experimental data is the compression with external magnetic
field, the measured density profile is reproduced in simulation without magnetic field. So, here
the influence of external magnetic field to the solid fuel compression is assumed to be low. The
RAICHO was also used in this calculation which was well agree with the gaussian laser compression experiment showed in chapter 3. Fig. 5.1 shows the experimental data measured with
340 ± 45 ps after the compression laser peak timing and 720 ± 45 ps after the compression laser
peak timing. At the time of 340 ps, the shock waves are not collide yet as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a).
The 2D hydrodynamic simulation also agree with the experiment as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). Still
the shape in not completely reproduced. The different shape may be originated by the spatial
intensity distribution, laser absorption and non-local effects. In this simulation code, no spatial distribution was considered. Only one-dimensional inverse-bremsstrahlung was calculated
which may over-estimate the absorbed laser intensity. Fig. 5.1 (c) shows the density distribution
near maximum compression timing. The simulation results as shown in Fig. 5.1 (d) agrees with
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the experiment. The maximum density of 340 ps timing and 720 ps timing were 8 g/cc and 18
g/cc, respectively.

5.1.2

X-ray spectrum measurement
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F IGURE 5.2

The X-ray spectrum emitted from the compressed and/or heated fuel were measured. The
measured energy range is from 7.9 keV to 9.0 keV. Because the compressed plasma absorb the
low energy X-rays, higher energy X-ray generated from Cu ions were selected. As an example,
the transmittance of 4.51 keV to the compressed core was 0.2. While the transmittance of 8.048
keV X-ray at the timing of maximum compression was 0.7. The measured spectrum is shown
in Fig. 5.2. The black line shows X-ray spectrum when only compressed by Gekko-XII. Only
small amount of Cu-Kα X-ray was observed. It is due to the non-thermal electrons having few
tens of keV kinetic energy, generated by laser plasma instabilities such as stimulated Raman
scattering and/or two plasmon decay. Because the K-shell ionization energy of Cu is 8.949
keV, those non-thermal electrons can make the Cu ions inner-shell ionized state. No He-like
and Li-like satellite X-ray were observed. When the LFEX laser heat the compressed plasma at
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480 ps, which is before the maximum compression timing, we can observe strong Cu-Kα X-ray
but still there is no X-rays from highly ionized Cu 1 . The He-like and Li-like satellite X-ray
spectral lines were observed when the plasma was heated at 680 ps. If we assume the He-like
and Li-like satellite X-ray line emissions at 480 ps were inside the noise, we can say that the
X-ray intensity increased at least 100 times higher. It can be said that between those two timing,
the heating efficiency were changed by some reasons.
1000
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F IGURE 5.3

A difference between 480 ps and 680 ps is the plasma density. The plasma density near the
REBs source increased at 680 compare to 480 ps. Due to the REBs have large divergence angle,
it is physically correct to think that the temperature near the electron source is higher than the
farther region. The density at 480 ps was 1 g/cc (non-compressed) and the density at 680 ps is 5
g/cc. We have the density distribution image at 720 ps, the 40 ps difference is too short time to
shock wave. As an example, the typical shock velocity 106 cm/s propagate only 0.4 µm within
40 ps.
The Cu number increase affect to the X-ray signal intensity as shown in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3
shows the simulated X-ray emission calculated by FLYCHK code. By comparing 1 g/cc, 600
1 It

is obvious that the number of He-like or Li-like Cu may exist more than that of compress only case. Many
noises like hard X-rays, high energy particles and secondary electrons or X-rays are exist in fast isochoric heating
environment. Especially, the secondary electrons and particles arrive to the detector after the X-ray signal, they
may cause a de-excitation of excited the electron state of IP as signal. Which means they may ’erase’ the X-ray
signals. Here the issues on this will not discussed, but it should be taken measures.
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eV case and 5 g/cc, 600 eV case, we can see the X-ray intensity increased about 5 times for
spectral lines. The free-free component increase 25 times because the bremsstrahlung emission
is proportional to the square of the number density. However, 100 times higher X-ray intensity can not explained just by the number increase. Temperature also should be increase with
density increase. If you compare the 1g/cc, 600 eV case and 5g/cc, 900 eV case, it can be
found that the X-ray intensity increased more than 100 times. The X-rays with energies from
8100 eV to 8400 eV is emitted by highly ionized Cu. Especially, we can see the strong Heα resonance(1s1 2p1 (1 P) − 1s2 (1 S0 )) line (8391 eV), the He-α intercombination(1s1 2p1 (3 P) −
1s2 (1 S0 )) line(8346 eV) and many Li-like Satellite lines.
The experimental data indicates that the increase of the density results in the increase of the
plasma temperature. In general, the increase of mass density can increase the collisional energy
coupling. The absolute number of particles also increase so that the energy per one particle
should not be changed. However, considering the energy losses during heating process leads to
the conclusion that an increase in density makes temperature increase.

5.1.3

Discussion

To understand the heating process, a simple heating model was used as follows.
Pinput = Pdeposit (t) − Ploss (t)

(5.1)

Ploss (t) = Prad (t) + Pcon (t) + Phyd (t)

(5.2)

Here Pinput is the increase of internal energy per unit time which is defined as the deposited
energy per unit time minus energy loss per unit time.
There are several energy coupling precesses from REBs to the bulk plasma. Those are
collisional heating, resistive heating and diffusive heating.
The collisional heating is the energy deposition through binary collisions among REBs and
the background plasma. Due to the low cross-section, the plasma areal density should be much
larger than the REB range to generate the localized hot spot. When the plasma areal density is
same as the REB range, the ignition condition changes to the volume ignition condition. Then
we need much higher temperature condition.
The resistive heating is Ohmic heating due to the return current induced by the REB potential. Due to the velocity of return current electron is much slower than REBs, those are
collisional. As a result of collisions with return current electrons and the background plasma,
the plasma heated up. Here we can think two different plasma density : a critical density and
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the over solid density. The return current density jr for both cases is same, with values of REB
current density j f . The deposited energy due to Ohmic heating is expressed as below.
EOhm = κe jr2

(5.3)

Here κe is the Spitzer resistivity. Due to κe is depend on only to the Te , not the density, so that
the deposited energy by Ohmic heating seems not depend on the plasma density. However, if
we think a certain volume for those cases, the absolute number of electrons whose affected by
the potential of REBs are completely different. Simply, 100 times difference of density results
in the 100 times difference of return current electron number within same volume. Then the
average electron energy of each cases are different. For example, the solid density DT plasma
(ρ = 0.212 g/cc) is heated up by the return current having current density of 1013 [A cm−2 ] to
1.7 keV. While the 100 g/cc DT plasma is heated up by same current density to only 3.4 eV. In
our case, the Cu(II) Oleate plasma have much larger electron number than the DT plasma, the
heating due to Ohmic heating can be negligible.
The diffusive heating should be considered because the corona plasma is heated up by the
Ohmic heating which results in few tens of keV. The high temperature can heat up the core
plasma by driving a heating wave to the direction of core plasma. So the diffusive heating also
considered.
The collisional energy deposition were considered here. The energy deposition ratio was
simplified as the areal density of the plasma divided by the average stopping range of electrons.
The energy of REB is assumed to be 40 % of the laser energy which was measured parameter
from experiment, and the slope temperature Th of the electron was calculated with the pondermotive scaling.

s
Th = me c2 

1+

Iλ 2
− 1
1.37 × 1018

(5.4)

Then the energy deposition per unit time is expressed as,
Ploss (t) = 0.4PL

l
0, 6Th

(5.5)

where, PL , l, 0.6Th is the laser power, the length of the cell, and the electron range of Beg
scaling, respectively.
The energy loss per unit time Ploss is consisted of three process : radiation loss, conduction loss and the hydrodynamic loss. The radiation loss was used two radiation models :
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bremsstrahlung radiation and blackbody radiation. The mathematical expression shows below.
Prad (t) = , ( Bremsstrahlung radiation )

(5.6)

Prad (t) = , ( Blackbody radiation )

(5.7)

Detailed calculation also was done using PrismSPECT code, which is collisional radiative
atomic code for X-ray line emission calculation. The calculated emissivity and opacity were
used in this model and will be shows in the last.
The conduction loss is expressed as below.
Z

Pcon (t) =

∇ · (κe ∇T )dV

(5.8)

dT
S
dx

(5.9)

By assuming one dimensional case,
Pcon (t) = κe

Where κe and S is the thermal conductivity and the cross-section area, respectively. The Spitzer
resistivity is used as κe .
1/2
πZi e7/2 me lnA
(5.10)
κe =
(4πε0 )2 (Te )3/2
Here the lnA is the Coulomb logarithm which is a factor for quantum correction term of binary
collision and me , Zi , Te is the electron mass, average ion charge, and the electron temperature in
eV, respectively. The strictly calculated Coulomb logarithm lnA is fitted divided by two regions
for the convenient use, those are expressed as the following.


ρ
lnA = 24 − log
mi Zi

2

Zi
3/2
Te



ρ
lnA = 24 − log
mi Zi

2

, (Te < 10Zi2 )

1
, ( else)
Te

(5.11)

(5.12)

where the mi is the ion mass.
The hydrodynamic loss is expressed as below.
Z

Phyd (t) =

p∇ · udV

(5.13)
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By assuming one dimensional case,
Phyd (t) = puex S

(5.14)

Here, the p and uex is the pressure and expansion velocity.
(a)

(b)
Hydrodynamic loss

Θ~50degree

!(#)

Electron heat
conduction loss
radiation loss
ρ1 = ρ2

laser

1

2

Input energy

plasma

L=10 µm
(const)

F IGURE 5.4: The image of one-dimensional heating model. An electron divergence and the diffusion due to from laser plasma interaction region is also considered here.

Fig. 5.4 shows the image of heating model. According to 2D hydrodynamic simulation
result, the temperature of compressed plasma increase up to 100 eV. The initial temperature is
set to 100 eV. For calculating the conduction loss, due to the temperature gradient dT /dx should
be estimated. The temperature gradient was assumed from the spatial distribution of laser. A
laser at focussed point have a Gaussian spatial distribution. From the laser intensity, the plasma
temperature can be estimated, so that the temperature gradient dT /dx was calculated. The half
divergence angle is assumed to be 50 ◦ . The electron beam intensity decrease on the process of
propagation due to divergence.
Fig. 5.5 shows the density dependence of temperature increase. For the plasma density of
1 g/cc case, the maximum temperature is 400 eV. The energy loss is being greater than the absorbed laser energy around 5 ps timing and from that time, the temperature start to decrease.
A conduction energy loss is the main mechanism in this situation. When the plasma density
10 g/cc case, the maximum plasma density increased to 700 eV. The timing when the energy
loss exceeding the absorbed laser energy is about 7 ps. This makes plasma temperature increase more than 1 g/cc case. The radiation energy loss increased about 100 times because
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bremsstrahlung radiation is proportional to the square of density. It is important here that the
conduction energy loss does not changed from 1 g/cc case. This is because the conduction
energy loss does not affected by the plasma density, but only the temperature and temperature
gradient. Also, 20 g/cc case, the plasma temperature reached near 800 eV which was measured
in the experiment. From this, the experimentally measured X-ray spectrum difference between
earlier timing and laser timing can be explained by the density effect. For earlier timing, the
plasma was not compressed yet, thus the plasma density is 1 g/cc and in this case, the absorbed
energy is small and conduction loss is the main energy loss factor. For later timing, the plasma
was compressed to 10 g/cc, the absorbed energy increased 10 times compare to 1 g/cc case
furthermore the conduction loss does not changed. And the X-ray spectrum in these cases was
calculated before in Fig. 5.3. By comparing 1 g/cc 600 eV case and 5 g/cc 900 eV case, the
He-like X-ray signal increases more than 100 times. For all cases, hydrodynamic energy loss
was ignorable. Since the heating times is short enough for hydrodynamic motion, the isochoric
heating was occur.
ρ = 1 g/cc

Temperature [eV]

Temperature [eV]
Power deposition or loss [J/s]

ρ = 20 g/cc

laser power
absorbed
laser power

radiation
loss

total energy loss

conduction loss
hydrodynamic loss

Power deposition or loss [J/s]

Temperature [eV]
Power deposition or loss [J/s]

ρ = 10 g/cc

F IGURE 5.5: Density dependence of plasma heating process. Blue solid line
shows the temperatue, black dashed line shows the laser pulse, black solid line
shows the absorbed laser energy, red dashed line shows the radiation energy loss,
blue dashed line shows the conduction energy loss, and the green dashed line
shows the hydrodynamic energy loss.

The radiation is not always increasing with proportional to square of the density because of
the re-absorption in the optically thick plasma. If the plasma is optically thick for all radiation
energy, then the plasma can be assumed as black body. Here 100 g/cc plasma is set and the
heating calculation was done with two radiation models : bremsstrahlung radiation, black body
radiation. Fig. 5.6 shows the result of calculation. compare to Fig. 5.5, 100 g/cc case maximum temperature was less than 1,10, 20 g/cc cases due to strong radiation energy loss. The
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Temperature [eV]

ρ = 100 g/cc
Bremsstrahlung radiation

ρ = 100 g/cc
Blackbody radiation

Power deposition or loss [J/s]

Power deposition or loss [J/s]

Temperature [eV]

maximum temperature of bremsstrahlung case was 600 eV while that of black body case was
1100 eV. The black body case, the radiation energy loss is significantly reduced compare to the
bremsstrahlung case. Increasing the plasma density leads increasing of the plasma temperature.
By these reasons, higher plasma density leads higher plasma temperature.

F IGURE 5.6: Radiation model dependence of plasma heating process. Blue solid
line shows the temperatue, black dashed line shows the laser pulse, black solid
line shows the absorbed laser energy, red dashed line shows the radiation energy
loss, blue dashed line shows the conduction energy loss, and the green dashed line
shows the hydrodynamic energy loss.

5.2

A guidance of REBs using external kT-class magnetic field

For achieving 5 keV plasma, not only the laser energy or plasma temperature, the REBs intensity is required. In this calculation, over 2 ×102 0 W/cm2 was required for achieving the 5 keV
plasma. Also, the laser pulse duration longer than 10 ps ls also required due the the time response for plasma heating. Due to the large divergence of REBs significantly degrade the REBs
intensity, we applied external magnetic field to the direction of REBs propagation. The external
magnetic field is generated by the laser driven capacitor coil. The magnetic field strength and
the temporal evolution were measured by B-dot probing and also by the proton deflectometry.
When the external magnetic field applied inside the plasma, the generated
REBs can be confined
q
2
with in the size of Lconf due to the gyro motion. Lconf is defined as rLarmor
+ rL , where rLarmor
and rL is the Larmor radius and Laser radius, respectively. To suppress the electron divergence
within the laser spot size within the laser spot size, more than 100 T is necessary. According to
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REF[25], a 700 T of magnetic field was measured using same capacitor coil. When the magnetic field strength is 700 T, rLarmor = 2.4 µm and rL of LFEX laser is 25 µm. Lconf is then 25.1
µm. The electron beam intensity that we can obtain is 2.0 × 1019 W/cm2 which is still small to
generate 5 keV plamsa. Still, the electron beam guiding should be experimentally confirmed.

F IGURE 5.7

As a first demonstration of REB beam confining, we performed a fast isochoric heating
experiment with external magnetic field. Fig. 5.7 shows the temporal evolution of magnetic
field generated by the laser driven capacitor coil, compression laser pulse and capacitor driving
laser pulse. The maximum magnetic field strength was 700 T and its timing is 1.2 ns after
the capacitor coil driving laser peak timing. The Cu-Kα X-ray was measured using X-ray
spectrometer with HOPG crystal. Due to Cu-Kα X-ray intensity is proportional to the REB
number, we can estimated how many energy was deposited to the core plasma.

5.2.1

2D density distribution measurement

Flash Cu-Kα X-ray backlighting method was used to measure two-dimensional density profiles
of compressed Cu(II) Oleate solid fuel applying an external magnetic field. The experimental
layout is shown in Fig. 5.9. The X-ray radiograph image of compressed plasma were captured
using IPs with spherically bent quartz(2131) crystal. The LFEX laser was used for generating
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F IGURE 5.8

flash Cu-Kα X-ray. In order to generate a large amount X-rays, the LFEX laser was defocused
to a 350 µm-diameter spot on a 20 µm-thick Cu foil, placed at 3 mm away from the solid
ball along the line connecting the solid fuel and the crystal center. The areal density of the
compressed fuel was calculated from the X-ray transmittance using an opacity of 100 eV temperature Cu(II) oleate for 8.05-keV X-rays. The plasma temperature is estimated using the 2D
radiation hydrodynamic simulation code. A 2D density profile of the core was obtained after
applying an inverse Abel transformation to the optical depth profile.
Fig. ?? shows the core density profiles at t=+0.38, +0.72, and +0.92 [ns]. Values on the
contour lines represent mass density in the unit of [g cm−3 ]. At the timing of t = +0.38 [ns], the
converging shock wave is traveling toward the center of the fuel. The maximum compression
timing is at around t = +0.72 [ns], and at the timing of t = +0.92 [ns] the plasma is expanding.
Due to the difficulties to identifying the areal densities where REBs passed by, the areal densities
ρ L of horizontal direction are averaged to the radial direction for using that values for the
correlation factor calculation after. The values of areal densities at a certain time is are ρL=0.08
[g cm?2 ] at t = + 0.38 [ns], ρL = 0.16 [g cm?2 ] at t = + 0.72 [ns]. The average mass densities
also averaged and those are ρ = 5.7 [g cm−3 ] at t = + 0.38 [ns], ρ = 11,3 [g cm−3 ] at t = + 0.72
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F IGURE 5.9: Experimentally measured density profile measured at 0.38 ns, 0.72
ns and 0.92 ns after the maximum intensity of compression laser Gekko-XII. The
numbers on the contour lines shows the mass density in units of [g/cm−3 ]

[ns].

5.2.2

Energy deposition distribution measurement

For visualizing the distribution of REBs energy deposition, Cu-Kα X-ray self-emission imaging
were conducted. Fig. 5.10 shows the experimental layout. Six of Gekko XII laser beams were
used for solid fuel compression, and three of Gekko XII laser beams were used for driving the
capacitor coil. Near the maximum compression timing(0.72 ns) and before the compression
timing(0.38 ns), the LFEX laser heat the core plasma. The self-emission of Cu-Kα X-ray is
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F IGURE 5.10: The schematic of the experimental layout for electron beam guiding experiment. Six of Gekko XII laser beams were used for solid fuel compression, and three of Gekko XII laser beams were used for driving the capacitor
coil. A spherically bent mirror was used for imaging the self-emission of Cu-Kα
emission, which has an information of the REBs number and distribution.

imaged by the spherically bent Quartz crystal and detected by the Fuji BAS-SR IPs. The heating
timing was measured by XSC.

5.2.3

Correlation model between Cu Kα photons and electrons

For estimating the laser to core coupling efficiency, There are several K-shell ionization crosssection empirical models. Here the two K-shell ionization cross-section empirical models will
be used which was introduced by Hombourger and Davies.
Hombourger formula
Hombourger(1998) proposed the cross-section of Cu K-shell electron impact ionization by the
following expression[17]. This formula has a good agreement with experiments in the range of
1<U<104 , where U is over voltage which is defined as electron energy E divided by binding
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energy of K-shell electron BK , U = E/BK .
2

σK = NK πaB Gr

Gr =



Ry
BK

CU
DU ,

 
1.5
U +J 2
(1 +U)(U + 2J)(1 + J)2
,
1+J
J 2 (1 + 2J) +U(U + 2)(1 + J 2 )


4.172 1.877 ln(U)
+
,
DU = 3.125 −
U
U2
U


0.3160 0.1545 ln(U)
CU = 2.0305 −
+
,
U
U2
U

1 + 2J
U + 2J

(5.15)



(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)

where NK , aB , Ry is the number of K-shell electrons, the Bohr radius, the Rydberg energy
(13.606eV), respectively.
The electron at the state of 2p of K-shell ionized state Cu will be de-excited to 1s, then CuKα photons are generated. Also there are lots of emissions generated from K-shell ionized state
Cu. For example, not only the K-shel lines but also L-shell and M-shell lines also emitted. The
possibility of Kshell x-ray photon generation is proportional to the fluorescence yield fK , which
is a value of fK = 0.433[18]. K-shell photon emission cross-section then will be expressed by
the following.
σKph = σK fK .
(5.19)
Davies formula
Davies(2013) suggested the empirical model of Cu K-shell emission by electron impact ionization[8]. This model has 10% of error for all published experimental data.
#
"

0.5

57.0098U
0.2824 20.95
U + 113.8
ln
σKph = 1 −
2
U
β
114.8
56.9 + 0.1098U

(5.20)

Cu Kα photon intensity
Probability of Kα photon numbers per unit time per unit volume per unit solid angle PKα (E)
[ph/(sr · s · cm3 )] from Cu due to REB is
PKα (E) =

φREB (E) · nCu · σKα (E) φREB (E) · ρ · FCu · σKα (E)
=
,
4π
4π · m p · ACu

(5.21)
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with the values FCu = 0.1014 mass fraction of copper ions in the fuel, mp = 1.672 × 10−24 [g]
mass of proton, ACu = 63.54 atomic number of copper ion. Where ρ is mass density of Cu(II)
Oleate. Also, it was assumed that the Kα photons are emitted isotropically.
Here, only Cu-Kα photons will be discussed. The probability of Kα photon emission fKα
from K-shell ionized ions is 0.880. The cross-section of Cu-Kα photon emission can be expressed σKα = σKph fKα .

5.2.4

Energy deposition in the plasma
(a)

(b)

F IGURE 5.11: (a) Empirical K-shell impact ionization cross-section models by
Hombourger(1998) and Davies(2013). Here, we used both models for a calculation of correlation parameter. (b) Electron mass stopping power in Copper(II)
Oleate.
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Here the collisional heating will be considered. The collisional stopping power of Solodov
and Betti formula[48] was used here.

( " 
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E 2 γ +1
1 1 γ −1 2
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2
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(5.22)
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Si (E) =
−
ρβ 2
hωp
2γ 2
8
γ
γ2
2πr0 2 me c2 ne
Sn (E) =
ρβ 2

where I is the mean excitation energy of the medium and δ is the density-effect correction.
Calculated results of stopping energy inside Cu(II) Oleate with various densities are shown in
the Fig. 5.11 (b).

5.2.5

Correlation between REB energy deposition and Cu-Kα X-ray yield

The REB number density per unit time per unit cross-section is defined as φREB and expressed
as the following.
φREB (E) = v(E) · nREB ,
(5.24)
where v(E), nREB are velocity of REB with its kinetic energy E and number density, respectively.
Deposited energy by REB
Deposited energy per unit time per unit volume by REB εdep (E) can be expressed like,
εdep (E) = φREB (E) · ρ · S(E),

(5.25)

where S(E) is mass stopping power [J/(g/cm2 )].
Correlation parameter calculation
We propose a parameter which is defined as the deposited energy divided by the Cu-Kα photon
yields. The the production of the correlation parameter and the experimentally measured total
Cu-Kα photon, we can estimate the deposited energy. The REB have a distribution function
and depending on the electron energy, energy deposition and Cu-Kα yield is different. By
the integration of the energy deposition and Cu-Kα yield with electron energy from 0 to the
infinity, we can get correlation parameter which means averaged energy deposition per one
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F IGURE 5.12: Areal density dependence of correlation parameter ηcorr with a
given Th (left). REB Temperature dependence of correlation parameter ηcorr (right).
One can find that the correlation parameter ηcorr is not sensitive to the areal density
where REB passed by if Th ≥ 1MeV.

Cu-Kα photon. Correlation parameter ηcorr [J/(ph/sr)] can be defined as the following.
R

εdep,total
εdep (E) · f (E) · dE
ηcorr =
,
=R
PKα (E) · f (E) · dE
PKα,total

(5.26)

R

4π · mp · ACu
v(E) · exp(−E/Th ) · S(E) · dE
R
=
,
v(E) · exp(−E/Th ) · σKα (E) · dE
FCu

(5.27)

where f (E) is electron number per unit electron kinetic energy which has single-temperature
Maxwell distribution function.
Fig. ?? shows the calculated correlation parameter ηcorr which is the function of Th and
ρL of the core plasma. One can see that ηcorr decreases when the REB temperature increases.
This is because the electron energy dependence of stopping power is more sensitive than that
of Cu-Kα emission cross-section. As you can see in the Fig. ??, Cu-Kα emission cross-section
have a peak value near 24 keV electron kinetic energy. The cross-section decreases to 1 MeV of
electron energy because of the short coulomb collision time. And increase again because of the
relativistic effect. The decrease of cross-section is only a factor of 2. While the stopping power
have 10 times different values within the electron kinetic energy range of 10−2 ∼ 101 MeV.
In this experiment, Th was measured to be in the range of 0.8 to 4 [MeV]. The areal density
of the plasma where hot elecctron passed by is difficult to decide because it was not measured.
Here, we assume that all electrons were passed the fuel with parallel direction of the heating
laser. Then, the areal density is in the range of 0.03 to 0.1 [g/cm2 ]. ηcorr contour map which is
calculated using values measured in the experiment. Then, ηcorr is in the range of 3.40 ∼ 3.90 ×
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10−11 [J/(ph/sr)](Davies formula) and 4.63 ∼ 5.36 × 10−11 [J/(ph/sr)](Hombourger formula).
In our model, it is impossible to ignore areal density dependence of ηcorr , because we have
no information where the REB passed by. If you see figure.5, however, areal density dependence
of ηcorr can be negligible if Th ≥ 1MeV. Also, in our experiment, Th was measured to be 0.8 to
4 [MeV] which satisfy the above condition.
Still density dependency of stopping power can not be ignored which has an error of ±5%.
This error comes from uncertainty of the fuel mass where each energy of REB passed by.
Finally, ηcorr is in the range of (3.53 ∼ 4.45 ± 5.5%) × 10−11 [J/(ph/sr)] (Davies formula)
and (4.87 ∼ 6.00 ± 5.5%) × 10−11 [J/(ph/sr)] (Hombourger formula).
REBs spectrum with 1 temperature, passing through 7µm gold
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F IGURE 5.13: Correlation parameter ηcorr calculated by electron spectrum passed
through 7 µm thick gold filter. Areal density dependence of correlation parameter
ηcorr with a given Th (left). REB Temperature dependence of correlation parameter
ηcorr (right).

The spectrum of REBs should be calculated for arbitrary distribution because the electron
distribution is not always Maxwellian. Here one case will be shown. When the heating laser
interact with high-Z material like Au, the REBs have to transport through the high-Z material.
The lower energy components of REBs reduced due to strong attenuation inside the high-Z
material, it should be considered. The calculated results will be shown in Fig. 5.13. Using
a modified distribution function of REBs by the 7 µm Au stopping power, the integration of
Cu-Kα emission and deposition of energy were conducted. When the REBs Te is 200 keV, the
correlation parameter decreased only 7 %. While the Te is 100 keV, the correlation parameter
decreased about 30 %. However, the typical Te is about 1 MeV, thus the existence of 7 µm Au
is ignorable.
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Discussion
TABLE 5.1: Summary of laser to core coupling efficiencies

Shot
ID
#40545
#40541
#40558
#40556
#40547
#40549
#40543

Heating
energy
[J]
899
683
1516
1016
1100
668
625

Heating
timing
[ ps ]
420
650
400
610
380
370
720

Cu-Kα
Coupling
yield
efficiency
[ ph/sr ]
[%]
5.58 × 101 1 2.9 ± 0.5
5.53 × 101 1 3.9 ± 0.6
1.19 × 101 2 3.1 ± 0.5
1.02 × 101 2 4.3 ± 0.7
1.28 × 101 2 5.5 ± 0.9
7.29 × 101 1 5.8 ± 0.9
9.32 × 101 1 7.7 ± 1.2

Using the modeled correlation parameter and experimentally measured Cu-Kα yield, the
energy coupling efficiency from laser energy to the core plasma were estimated. One can see
that the coupling efficiency increased about 2.0 times by applying the external magnetic field
by comparing shot ID 40541 and 40543. This means that the REBs are effectively guided to the
core plasma. Furthermore, the coupling efficiency is degraded by increasing the heating laser
energy. This is because the higher heating laser intensity produces higher temperature REBs.
The higher energy of REB decreased the energy deposition.
In this experiment, the electron beam intensity was not enough to generate 5 keV temperature plasma. For achieving higher electron beam intensity, 10 times higher laser energy is
required. However, if laser energy increase, laser intensity is also increase. The experimental
data shows that the increase of laser intensity decrease the energy coupling. Thus we should increase the laser energy without increasing laser intensity. Then we have two choices, increasing
spot size or increasing pulse duration. Preliminary research[39] shows that the increasing pulse
duration is the best choice for FI.
In this section, we have demonstrated experimentally fast isochoric heating method with
and without external magnetic field for generating HED plasma. At without fast isochoric
heating experiment, it was proved by using simple heating model that the electron temperature
of the core plasma can be increased by increasing plasma density. In the process of low density
plasma heating, conduction loss is the main energy loss. The conduction loss is not determined
by the density, when the density increased, the plasma temperature also increased. The radiation
re-absorption is also important message. The denser core plasma is necessary to increase the
plasma temperature efficiently. In external magnetic field applied experiment, the coupling
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efficiency was estimated by using correlation model. The enhancement of the coupling from
the laser to core is the evidence of effective REB guiding with the external magnetic field. This
result shows that the external magnetic field is applicable for increasing the laser to core energy
coupling.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this study, a new high energy density plasma generation method by high-intensity laser was
experimentally investigated by spatio-temporal-resolved and spectral-resolved measurement of
X-ray spectrum. A new fuel for fast ignition, a solid fuel was suggested in this research. A
spherical shell fuel used in conventional laser fusion scheme, the hydrodynamic instability,
especially the Rayleigh-Taylor instability degrade the compression ratio. Many researches on
Rayleigh-Taylor instability have been performed to understand and suppressing that. Go back
to the initial laser fusion design, the first ignition target was solid fuel. Due to the limitation
of hot spot generation using solid fuel, the shape of the fuel is changed to the spherical shell.
In fast ignition scheme, the fuel compression and heating process is divided. Which mean that
in the compression process, we do not need to make hot spot. There is no reason for using
spherical shell target in fast ignition. A solid fuel is hydrodynamically stable than the spherical
shell. In the compression process of a spherical shell fuel, the spherical shell is accelerated for
a long time on a hydrodynamically unstable state. While in the compression process of a solid
fuel, it is only subjected to instantaneous acceleration by a shock wave. Increase in distortion
in solid fuel due to hydrodynamic instability is relatively smaller than spherical shell fuel. In
the experiment, a solid sphere is compressed with a high-intensity laser, and a short pulse highintensity laser is irradiated to a thin metal foil to generate a short pulse of Kα X-ray. An X-ray
is imaged using a spherically curved crystal and X-ray transmittance image with high spatial
resolution (∆x = 10 µm) and high temporal resolution (∆t = 1 ps) was recorded on the imaging
plate. In this experiment, no spatial smoothing techniques was used for the laser. Furthermore,
the experiment was performed in d/R = -3 laser irradiation condition which the intensity nonuniformity is over 50 %. The shadow of the fuel were observed stably using solid fuel. The
maximum areal density 0.87 ± 0.24 g/cm2 and the maximum density 26 g/cc was obtained.
For increasing the compression ratio, the shock pressure should be increased. However,
over 101 5 W/cm2 intensity makes laser absorption low and too large power is a source of the
laser optics damage. To avoid this, shock pressure enhancement using high energy electron
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is necessary. In the conventional shock wave generation method, the shock wave is driven
by laser ablation pressure. The laser deposit its energy near the critical density, 2 to 3 digits
lower than the solid density. While a high energy electrons can deposit their energy directly
to the over-solid density. The pressure of shock wave can be increased by absorbing high
energy electrons behind the shock front. A new method for efficient generation of high energy
electron is studied. We have demonstrated the efficient production of non-thermal hot electrons
by interaction between a long-scale pre-plasma and two-color lasers with wavelengths of 527
and 1053 nm. The two-color laser-plasma interaction caused a 4.8 times enhancement of the
hot electron temperature and a 2.7 times enhancement of energy conversion from lasers to hot
electrons compared with that obtained with only a 527 nm laser. These experimental results can
be explained by a staged electron heating occurs near one-sixteenth critical density of the 527
nm laser which is correspond to quarter critical density of the 1053 nm laser. The primary 527
nm laser excites electron plasma waves which a gap between their trappable electron energies
is large. Electron plasma waves excited by the secondary 1053 nm laser fill that gap, therefore,
staged electron heating realized with a mixture of two-color lasers. Some of the background
thermal electrons can be heated to several hundred keV through staged heating. The two-color
laser irradiation is a novel approach for efficient production of hot electrons and opens a new
frontier of laser plasma interaction research.
The plasma temperature generated only by the compression is low. Therefore, we aimed
to generate HEDP by irradiating high intensity laser and heating low temperature and high
density plasma within tens of picoseconds in which the compressed plasma maintains high
density state by its inertia. A high intensity laser pulse is irradiated to the plasma to accelerate
the relativistic electron beam and heat the high density plasma with this relativistic electron
beam. Since the relativistic electron beam has a large divergence angle, the beam intensity
drops sharply while propagating from the generation point to the fuel. We proposed the idea of
guiding relativistic electrons to the fuel by applying an external magnetic field parallel to the
propagation direction of the heating laser. Visualization of the heating region and diagnosis of
the heating efficiency were carried out using Cu-Kα X-ray imaging techniques and measuring
absolutely calibrated X-ray spectroscopy of Cu-Kα radiation. A Cu ion contained solid sphere
was used in this experiment. It is experimentally showed that the heating efficiency increased 2
times by applying an external magnetic field,
This research has succeeded in proposing and demonstrating a novel method, which is completely different from the conventional method in high density plasma generation and high
density plasma heating. This result will greatly contribute to the development of future high
energy density scientific research.
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